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BREEDERS HOLD i.yvoeaurringofmaagne.thehomeoth adboievdteTstwuzaty-s41 at SENSATION FOR ,NEw CLUBS ARE
I in Fuller, four miles ewe ofSALE AT jAcK 
been 
asoN VCIVikofufftubercuilosis.a He had GllAvEs ciTizENs BEING Iwo_
year or
more and for three months past
had been confined to his bed.
Mr. Joe Clark, a prominent
citizen living in Calloway coun-
ty, ten miles north-east of Mur-
ray, headed a party that passed
through Cadiz last Saturday
motoring to Hopkinsville. There
were two car loads in the party,
and they were to visit Lafayette
also, Mr. Clark being a brother-
in-law of Dr. Stone, of Lafay-
ette.
Mr. Joe Page, a well-known
citizen living near Pleasant Hill,
between the rivers, died sudden-
ly on Tuesday afternoon of last
week. He and his son were at
work in the tie woods. Mr.
Page turning sick, called for his
son to bring him drink of wa-
ter. This the son did, but the
father seemed to sink rapidly
and died before medical aid
could reach him. The deceased
was abount fifty-. ye years of
age and had many friends. He
is survived by a wife and sever-
al children.-Cadiz Record._
No Apsonsat as isseraeco Rates.
Hats ofT to the St. Francois
County (Mo.) Hereford Breed-
er.' Association! Organized less
than two years ago, and compos-
ed of a group of breeders in a
community isolated from thereat
of the Hereford breeding world,
with little opportunity to mix in
the big events in Hereford breed-
ing circles, this live wire organ-
ization pulled off a public sale at
Jackson, Tenn., recently, i
which the entire offering was
from the herds of its members,
and on whicte,a very creditable
average of $146.00 was made.
Hereafter St. Francois county
it is in Missouri-will be known
to fame for: something besides
zinc. It will be zinc and Hire-
fords-or perhaps Herefords and
zinc in the future.
In stagingithis successful sale
the St. Francois county bunch
worked in connection with some
other live wires. One of_ these
was L. P. Bellah, general indus.
trial agent of the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail-
way, who has done as much as
any other man, to say the least,
to improve the quality of the
livestock in the south. For sev-
eral years Mr. Bellah has been
promoting sales of pure bred
beef cattle in the territory trib-
utary to the N., C. & St. L, and
he has been ably backed up by
his road which has lent every
inducement to the farmers in
the territory to grow better live-
stock. A-few weeks ago Mr.
&nab, who reads the Hereford
Journal and keeps posted as to
what is doing in Herefordom,
dropped in at Farmington, the
center of Hereford activity in
St. Francois county and suggest-
ed to C. B. Denham, the wide-
awake secretary of the associa-
tion, that it would be a good plan
to hold a Hereford sale over at
Jackson, Tenn. Secretary R. J.
Kinzer, ofithe Hereford associa-
tion, who had worked with Mr.
Bellah before, and who had re-
cently visited the St. Francois
county breeders, was conimuni-
cated with, and promptly agreed
to cooperate to make the sale a
success. The Madison County
Livestock Association and the
Merchants' and a Man uf acttirers '
Ass'n. of Jackson got into the
game and the above summary is
the result
Oh yes! Col. Fred Ruppert
was there.
The sale was gotten up on a
short notice and practically all
the cattle were just rounded up
off the grass and put aboard the
cars at Jackson. At that tfiey
passed a very creditable appear-
ance, as Herefords always do,
and were the object of much in-
terest to the farmers and stock-
men of Western Tennessee. All
,the buyers were Uss.vhat sec-'
-lion and most of the&hom Mad-
lion county. The N.,' C. & St..
Is Railway Purchased three bulls
which will be kept for the ac-
commodation of the farmers in
its territory.
A couple of years ago St_ Fran-
-wig county was missionary ter-
ritory for Hereford breeders and
not very premising tsrritory at
that. And now it is out doing
missionary work for the breed
on its own account. Three rous-
ing cheers for St. Francois coun-
ty.-American Hereford Journal.
TAU CO010-110116.
Mr. Louis Terrell; a clever
--young man twenty-four years of
age, died lastFriday afternoon
late at his home near Oak Grove
church, five miles -south of Ca-
diz-. of typhoid fever. He had
a hen leek cmly two weeks.
Mr. Jamei W. Marlow, a
-,-. • ••• • •-•
- - • .
tap t.
Buckingham who returned in a
gasoline boat. The boat was par-
tially insured.
The Blue Spot, with three
barges loaded with ties and an
empty barge, was en route out of
h T
barely escaped with their lives.
Capt. Berry was notified of the
disaster by telephone and details
of the burning were brought
back 1-1.
Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 1. -The
Byrd Choate case promises to be
one of the most sensational that
has been tried in many years in
the Graves circuit court. It will
be scheduled for trial at the
March term. The principal wit-
ness for the defense at that trial
will be Mrs. Dunnigan, a grass
wow, who has been making
her home at the residence of
Byrd Choate.
She was in Mayfield Wednes-
day, and County Attorney Mar-
tin had her in his office during
the entire morning, getting in-
formation in the case. It is said
she signed a lengthy affidavit.
resentative of 
Pthe , rens from each county, with tbe-In the afternoon she was in, the 27th. He addressed a picnic mil" lila reP .. exception of Jefferson and Ls-National Covernment to do allconsultation for several hours in crowd near Martin's Chapel in I rue counties the members frowntheft d k to the e canthat h in a co-operative thesecounties' having heretoforeway for the development of our been selected and made pubbisresources. 
by Chairman Bullitt Each mesa-Other places in the county'1 etb ehd
th 
to 
e farm 
of f a tmht e  an  
the office of M. B. Hollified with
Mr. Hollifield, Judge Robbins,
and defendant Choate, where
she made another affidavit, or
gave information that -they
could use in their case.
While none , the information
presented to either side by Mrs.
Dunnigan was given for publi-
cation, it was learned that she
business men at the csurt house
at night of the same date. At
the close of the speech the fol-
lowing resolution was adopted:
-"Resolved that we ask the fiscal
court to cooperate with the fed-
eral government for the purpose
of securing an agricutural agent
for Calloway county and further
will give through her affidavit that said fiscal court take actionFrankfort, Ky., Jul 28.-No
in behalf of the defense some upon this matter at its next reg-agreement was resells Wednes-
very sensational evidence of a tiler mothly meeting."day between representatives of
the fire insurance companies and
the insurance rating board con-
cerning proposals of the compan-
ies to raise rates on three and
five-year policies and the con-
struction of the 1916 insurance
law.
Chairman Grey said last night
ie up a
Jonathan Creek at 6i00 o'clock
Friday evening for the night.
She was to have loaded the
fourth barge today. About 2:00
O'clock this morning. while Ed
Higgins, the negro watchman,
was busy attending the furnace,
he saw flames leap from the stern
of the boat, which was soon en-
veloped. He spread tbe alarm
but the flames spread so rapidly
that the crew was barely awak-
ed time
cape. Most of them departed
without their clothes. The burn-
ing boat was cut loose from her
barges, but there was no chance
to save her. She was complete-
ly burned and her hull sank.
"We haven't the least idea
how t fire started," Capt.
Buckingham said. "It must have
orikinated the eagine room or
the store room on thsboiler deck
because the whole back end of
her was burning when the watch-
man discovered the fire,"
The Blue Spot was one of the'l
best type of tie boats operating
out of this port and was valued
The week ending July 29th,
1916, was a very progressive one
for the Calloway County Devel-
opment Association. The farm-
ers and business men of the
county working shoulder to
shoulder in this great move for
the general uplift and prosperi-
ty of the community at large.
Senator G. T. Wyatt, superin-
tendent of Agricultural Exten-
tion work being done by the co-
operation of the federal govern-
ment and the state of Kentucky,
and whose work covers the west-
ern division of Kentucky begin-
ning with Logan county, arrived
on the noon train, on Thursday
thy with the Calloway Develop- 
ESCORT 
Toment Association in its effort to PHEget upon a higher plane of agri- aculture and general prosperity IDENT Is NAMED
among our people. He advises
That the fiscal court of the coungr
ty cooperate with the national
government in securing an agri- 
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 1. Se-cultural agent for the county. lection of state members of tbrJudge Langston, Esq. Wood general committee to act as aroall, Esq. Yarbrough and Esq. escort to Preeideot WoodrowWillis of the fiscal ,x•urt were Wilson and in the reception tepresent and expressed them- him at Hodgenville and Lineuirsselves as favorable to any move farm Monday, September 4tb,for the betterment of the gener-- when the historic birthplace idal conditions of our county, and , Abraham Lincoln is formally sesthat they would be glad to know cepted by the president onthe wishes of the people as re- half of the nation, was completedgards the employment of a coun- by William Marshall Bulbtt.ty agent. Many other enthus- chairman of the general commitshistic speeches were made by tee, yesterday.farmers and business men. The members of the committeeSenator Wyatt seems very 
'• from the state, as finally select,-much impressed with Calloway 40d, ire two representative esti-county and her people, and
have asked for organization of
clubs, which will be effected in
the near future.-H. G. Wad-
ling-ton, president and W, H.
Finney, secretary.
Catholic Priest Found Dead.
Father D. W. Clark, aged 41
journey to Hodgenville on thecharacter which touches upon ___ _ years. a Catholic priest of New special train carrying PresidentSenator Wyatt next addressed Madrid, Mo., was found dead onthe morals of those connected Wilson and the other Wasbiag-an enthusiastic crowd of farm- Dogwood Island, twelve mileswith the case. In substance, ton officials and United Statesera and business men at Kirksey above Paducah in the Ohio river,her testimony will deal at length senators who will be on the train.on Friday afternoon July 28. Atwith the incidents of a certain where he is supposed to have ex- and who will speak during thethe Kirksey meeting L. Y. Wood- pired from exhaustion during
ruff gave a general discussion of ceremonies. The personnel-ailthe storm of last Thursday
his agricultural experiments and night. The priest had been a the First Congressional Dist**. _
_ PP0 increase .,„d probably others of the 
nei. the general need of more scien- member of a camping party, and members of the emmittee":—
ci Radford gave plies, when over taken by the
had left for Paducah for sup- *we:
Ballard.-L--S.-Corbett and-will 
rates. Before a final answer 1' title methods of farming, stockIs given the companies the board ghborhood—On this -trip, and raising. etc Es-.
ask Attorney General Logan while in camp, it is said the wo-
for a construction of the law. man will testify to certain occur- 
his personal experience in the storm. James A. Miller, Wickliffe.
'use of lime, phosphates, etc., _ _ Caldwell-John W. Hollowellrances which do not come en- ,
;of favorable results he had re- 
1 Calloway.-A. J. G. Wells and
and S. T. Moore, Princeton.
RURAL CREDITS Dr. Will Mason, Jr., Murray.priety. In fact, they are of suchPro' ; deed. Charlie (-lark also spoke
'which were very satisfactory in- .TOWBOAT tirely within the bounds ofa nature according to her testi-! 
 BILL 
. Carlisle.-T. T. Gardner an6
through the mails. 
the people of Kirksey and corn-
ceived from the use of the same.
After Senator Wyatt's speech
and Carl Henderson, Marion_
Geo. %V. Boswell, Bardwell.
Crittenden-Sam Guggenheim
s   BURNEDony, as to not be admissableSPOT for publication and circulation
munity organized the Kirksey
! The prosecution will contend Development Club, with the fol- Fulton.-J. T. Stephens, Hick-Paducah, Ky., July 29.-Fire that it has ample evidence to, lowing officers: Chas. Clark, 
Washington, July 90.-Here is
man. and Herbert Carr, Fulton_
I disprove any evidence of unbe-; president: R. L. Williams, 
vice what a farmer who needs mon-
Livingston.--J. L Grayot awls
of unknown origin totally des- '
troyed the towboat Blue Spot, coming conduct on the part of president: W. P. Dulaney, secre- 
ey. can do under the rural credits,
, Tom M. Davis, Smithland.
Paducah. at the mouth of Jona-
°- I anybody connected with the tary; R. L Ross, treasurer. On 
bill, which was signed Monday
Lyon. -S. R. Glenn and James
owned by Capt. W. L Berry, f
than Creek, 35 miles up the Ten- I 
by the President:
First, he must join what is to t, F'ilirshealy• Edi. Ed.yvLille. „per 
and:
case. except Choate himself. Friday night of the 28th Senator
nessee river at 201) o'clock 
this! Mrs. Duenigan, it is said, will Wyatt addressed the citizens of be known as a National Farm
morning. Cant T.--E. Eruelping.imt be 
put en the stand during Lynn Grove community and ef- n Association, paying in- ss Ws-Ls-Prince, Benton.-
McCracken.-W. M. Reed andham and the crew numbering 
35 1 the examining trial, if such is lected an organization of the 144.for one of its shares for each
T. N. Hazelip, Paducah.$100 be wishes to borrow. He
has one vote a share, but not to
exceed 10 votes in al
Next, he applies to the asso-
ciation for the loan, giving his
personal note therefor, secured'
by a first mortgage on his farm. •
If the association approves the
loan, it turns the note-mortgage,
to a land bank. which hands the;
money to the farmer. No cons-,
mission brokerage or rake off is th Third
committee
ndd the gcere
es 
wimsiloln
expe-
ies at
'
ts."'4••
.• •
'fishing trip, which was made to
the lakes a few months ago- by
the Choates and the Campbells,
on August 1 t .
I •
at $12,000. She was originally
built at Point Pleasant, W. Va.,
'but was rebuilt here five years
ago. She was a sister boat of
the White Spot which left Pa-
ducah at 9:00 o'clock this morn-
ing in charge of Capt. Berry to
bring out the tow of the burned
boat.
The Blue Spot left Paducah'
last Saturday and went 140 miles that he thoroughly understood
up the Tennessee before turninglthe agricultural needs of the Deo-
back. ple and wp heartily in sympa-
Lynn Grove Development club,
with the following officers: Lee
Clark, president; Chas. Williams
vice president; Grady Miller,
secretary: Chas. Story. treasur-
er.
On Saturday afternoon, July
29th. the senator spoke to a
crowd of farmers and business
men at the court house in Mur-
ray. His speech was one of great
interest to the people, showing
Trigg.-Tom Turner and G. P_
Thomas, Cadiz.
Graves.-Bunk Gardner and J_
C. Speight, Mayfield.
Hickman.-E. P. Bullock. Cfin-
ton, and J. P. Deboe, Clolurabus_
to each member during the next
few days. The members of the-
committee who have to pasa
through Louisville to get to Hod-
genville will be invited to jOiD
the Louisville committee and
Juke Haakerry hi Swims Casiition.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Aug. Z. --
.Ledge J. T. Haribery, circsit
 judicial ills-.• j udge of e
charged the borrwer. trict, is much worse from the
No single loan is to be for less . cancerous affection from which,
than $100 or more than 0'°°° he has been incapacitated and
- - nor for leas than five yefrs or,ha3 suffered greatly for several
i y Lives Were-U-4 t ,us
. —
loan must not exceed 60,sier cent. 
------
:took treatment in an Evanswiae
-Iniznessee—River During Rise and preferably should Set-go be.yond 50 per cent of the market satonreitaiVimumtO health, and he but this tailed to re-
•
!value of the land covered by the brought home about two weeks
island in the Tennessee river. near Highland by persons
The carcases of two horses were found on the smalli:rtgage.
The borrower pays semi-anno- 
ago. Since then his condition
has steadily grown worse, and
who visited' the place one day the first of the present week, 
y the intss.s.st of- - his note. he is now delirious most of
plus an installment of the prin. time Also his primary trouble-
more than forty years. -The weeks past For some time- he
On the bodies were a set of fine harness an&rnear where 1 ipal. He must not be charged
the animals were found were parts of a surrey that had over 6 per cent interest.
been badly demolished in the high waters. Owing to the, Each National Farm lLoaeunt ;keen-
badly decomposed condition of the horses it was not possicaociation must have ta-
ble to remove the harness, t members, and it cannot begin
During the recent-I-Ise' in loans applied for. ..in the river this small island 
business with less than $0.0002
was almost completely submerged and remained under 
. ..
it iti illegal. untier.wiere pen-water for nearly two weeks, and after the waters receded 'Sties for any officer, committee-
persons who visited the island made the_ diFavery. No man or member to accept any
commission, fee or perquisite ofclue has been obtained regarding where the animals were
thattho vehiclerontained-petsoits at the time the. animals 
any kind or granting.  any Gan.
The only paid officer is a were-
drowned or where they came from, ,and it - is very likely
were drowned. Rivermen have. been.noUfieci of the find ' 
arit --treasurer.
and asked to keep a lookout. for the bodies of .1*rsons who?thl 
Money can be borrowed' by
system in order to pay for
might have met a:Similar fate to the horses. - • agricultural land, equipment,
. 
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•
•
.- • • ssnisi.4:.s,, s -,• s •. •
I.
' • r
•
•
is now complicated with uraemic-
, poisoning, which adds to the
gravity of his case.
He is being given every passi-
ble attention, but hope has been
abandoned that ht will ever Le
better.
fertilizers, live stook 
and improvements, or to die-
charge a prior' mortgage.
• The, land bank mays-barge-
tbebyfrowirg farrnerenly 1
eent more than the rate it gets
on its bonds. This margin of
one point is to cover expenses-
and profits.
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CHIEF EVENTS OF
WAR'S SECOND YEAR
Aug. 1-Teutons take Lublin.
Aug. 2-Teutons take Cholm, announce
MAO Rusaians captured in July.
Aug. 6-Germans capture Warsaw.
Aug. 7-Teutons tak• Ivangorod.
Aug. 1-Germans take Serocit.
Aug. 10-Great Britain start' register
et all men.
Aug. 11-Germeas take Lornsa.
Aug. 11-Allies land 60,000 more men on
Gallipoli.
Aug. 14-Germans take inedIce and Soko-
low.
Aug. 16-Teutons start Belgrade bom-
bardment.
Aug. Li-Russians lost Kovno. Zeppelins
kill tan in Loi.don 'suburbs
Aug. 20-17-boat sinks liner Arable, two
Americans killed.
Aug. B-German seize Novogeorglevek.
Asc. 24-Germans capture Ossowlac.__ 
Aug. M-German• take Kovel.
Aug. 27-Brest-Litovsk falls.
Aug. 23-Germans take Olita.
Aug M-Teutons cross Zlota LIpa.
Sept. 2-Germany announces 1.100.rinti
Russians captured since May 1. Lutsk is
taken. New York sterling exchange
drops to $4.00.
Sept. 3--Russians lose Brody.
Sept. 4-Russtans give up Grodno. Brit-
len slaughtered In attempt to storm HUI
70.
Sept 4-fiesperian torpedoed, 2 Amen,1
cans killed. Russians et,erk Teutons on
the Drina and fiereth rivers.
Sept. 1-Czar Nicholas takes command
of all the Russian armies In the field.
Sept 7-11.-Two Zeppelin raids on Lon-
don, $0 killed.
Sept 10-As Teutons take Dubno. czar
wins victory Wee: Tarnopol and Trem-
bonts.
Sept. 12--Ruedans drtve Teuton. back
34 miles in Galicia.
Sept. I7-Von Mackensen seizes Pinsk.
Sept. 30-Germans take Vilna.
Sept 26-Russians recapture Lutsk.
Sept. r-French in two day battle ad-
vance on wide front in Champagne, while
British attack south of Le Basses Canal
Oct. 2-Germans announce MOM Rus-
sians were captured in September.
Oct 5-Germans estimate allied toe. In
;stile West front offensive at 190.000 men.
Oet. 7-Bulgaria sends ultimatum to
Serbia.
Oct. ti-Tentorts begin great invasion of
Serbia.
Oct 10-Teutons occupy Belgrade.
Oct. 13-Bulgaria Invades Serbia at three
point,. Fifty-five killed by Zeppelin raid
on London.
Oct. 20-Russian recapture exarLorYsn-
Serbians lose 'Crania.
Oct. 23-Brand Whitlnek. U. EL minister
to Belgium. reports hurried execution
Edith Cavell. Engtish tiurse.
Oct. 3S-Rultrartans capture L'skub.
Oct 36-Germans storm 'lima_
Oct V-Bulgarians and Teutons effect
junction in Serbia
Nov. 3-Austro-Germans take Kragn-
)evac.
Nov. 4-First of German "no meat"
days.
Nov. 7-Bulgarlans tap Nish, Serbian
war capital.
Nov. 10-Itallen Mier A cone sunk with
large loss of life.
Nov. 22-Serbians begin rekreat Into
Montenegro.
Nov. S-British defeated 1.1 miles from
Bagdad.
Nov 27-Italians lard at Anions,,
Nov. te-elermans announce operstions
against Serbia have ended in complete
success.
Dee. 7-New war council with all allk-a
represeeted meets at Pa.rilt.
Dec_ la-German rhaneellor snakes Peace
bid in relctstae speech.
Dec. 16-Turks begin skim e? Rut-el-
Amara.
Fec. 16-Sir Dnuglas Haig assumes eche-
mand of British Iterance.
Dec__.20-For4 peace hand reaches Chris-
tiania with delegates quarreling.
Dec. II-Lloyd-George declares Britain
!aces defeat univss greater efforts are
made.
Dec. fe-Lesece-Geeirce threeirrs to re-
rign unless conscription Is adopted.
Diet- teeellier DUILaZZO.
-- -
Jan. I, line-Won, received liner Persia
sunk In Mediterranean.: two Ainericans
Jaa. 4 -Germans- abandon Cameroon
eeiene. West Africa.- lineatans Mho Cser-
Downs.
Jan_ 4-cerereeption tee passes tint
reading In house of (-Timmons.
Jan. 7-British complete evacuation of
Galltroti
Jan 4-Russians take rsartorysit.
Jan. 10--Zeppelles kill 23 In Paris. Ger-
mans take two miles of treachee at re-
forms.
Feb 1-Zeppeltsts raid Liverpool and
other British cities: kill 30.
' Feb 2-Germans brlrg British prtse
steamer Appara Into Hampton Itc•Ads,
Feb. /7-Russians rapture Erkerum
Frh 21-flerman ttriNe at 'Verdun begins.
M-Czar visits Dumas for first time.
In history.
Feb. te-4Iernans announce two mile
Sitymice at Veritun.
Felb. M-4lermena taptulli Foci Dernite:
• .
iL
srselanstlie
mont, Verdun. Austrians capture Dures-
s*. Russian. take Kermanshah.
Mar. 4-Russians take Ititlis by storm.
Mar. 6-The Moe**, German raider,
reachee home port. Zeppelins kill 16 in
England.
Mar. 7-Germans tak• Forges, near Ver-
dun.
Mar. 10-Germany declares war on For.
ugaL
Mar 11-Relieving force repulsed seven
miles from Kut-el-Arnara.
Mar. a-Channel steamer Rumex de-
stroyed by submarine: ad killed. several
American. Injured.
April 1-Germans capture Malastrourt,
near Verdun.
April 2-Zeppelln destroyed on British
roast after killing B. Germans take
Vitus.
April 6-Germans make fifth Zeptelin
raid in six day, cm British roast.
April 7-German. capture Ilaucourt.
April 19-Russians capture Trebizond, on
Black sea.
April 21-F1W Russian contingent dis-
embarks In France.
April 22-Sir Roger Casement, Irish plot-
ter, captured attempting to land in Ire-
land from submarine.
April 26-Irish revolutionaries seise Dub-
lin.
_ April 21-British battleship Russell sunk
by mine in Siesliterrispean
April SD-British in ut-el-Amara capit-
ulate.
May 1-British announce Irish revolt is
quelled.
May 6-Germany In note agrees to modi-
fy submarine warfare. Allied warships
bring down two Zeppelins.
May a-Anstrians drive into Italy near
Lake Garda.
May 11-Ausbiens- announce capture or
18.000
May 2i-Coesseks from Russian army in
Asia Minor join British in Mesopotamia.
May 26-Compulsion bill signed by King
George.
May 24-Austrians advance in Italy.
taking 311,000 prieoners.
June 1-Russians begin great offenshe
against Austrians.
June 3-Greatest naval battle in history
off Elkaggerrak. Both sides claim victory.
June 6-.Russisas announce capture of
11.000 Aurtrians.
June 7-Kitchener sad staff drown when
cruiser Hampshire str:kes mine sortb of
Scotland.
Juno S-Germans capture Vans Fort at
Verdun. Russians announce capture of
43.000 Austrians in three days.
June 2-Russian s take Lutsk. Greece
disbands army at command of _entente
powers.
June Io-Russtans have forced back Aus-
trian 24 miles
June 11-Russtaris take Bursars GalIcia.
June 12--Ruselans take Dubno. --
June 13-Italians rally and check Aus-
trian drive.
June LS-Austrians evacuate CzernowIts
Bukovrina capital.
June n-Allies In Paris conference agree
OD boycott of Germany after the war.
German re-enforcement. halt Russian
drive In Volhynla.
June 24-AU Bukonina swept clear of
Austrians by Runnette.
June 25-Russians seize Kuty 13 mites
from Kolomea.
June M-Russians capture Kimpolung.
Bukowina,
June M-Italiane recapture Coridero and
Posina.
June 30-Rotarian. In battle near Nolo-
mea take 10.0r0 prisoners.
July 1-Anglo-French "big push" on
Somme begins.
July 2-British and French continue ad-
vance on Somme. -
Juts; 5--Russian patrols crowd Carpa-
thians into Hungers'. • . -
July '13-French take German second line
sotrtti of the Somme Turks drive Rus-
sians from Kermanshah. Persia_
July It-RrIttsh and French gain In West.
Russians advance toward Kovel. German
submarine merchantman Deutactdand en-
ters Chesapeake Rae.
July 10-Rue:tans advance II miles in
Volhyrola.
July 11-Frefich storm hilt rifle Mlle from
Peronne. Itt:ssiaris reach Stokhnd rtrer.
July 12-British capture German trench r
-milt_  trent. 
-Jule 13-Ruseiftna capture Marnakhaturn,
fitt miles west of Er-serum. -
July 12-FtrItieh announce advance of •
mile on four mile front
JulY 16=Widesnrea.i peace e-Wition in
Germane. Russians take Delbert, Ar-
menia.
July 17.-Rusatans reetnre ante men.
Force fop over Lips river in Volhyrdis
July IS-Grest Britxhs Want-
bat of pro-German American nrMs,
July 10-Russians drive Austrians back
Into Ilteese.e. - -
Jutreell-Alllee maks N earkn--1......._'es
west front Rosiness Porutne offewsore
before seeeees
July 31-if0iitts1i rea,ti German Oiled lvii
FourlsaUx wxklsi. Russian left wing
drives Von Linstagen bask IS tram&
July 23-FtrItish cavalry defeated near
Suez.
July fe -British patrol emaeron routs
six German destroyers off Hound roast
British renew great drive In 90111ftle re-
gion. entertng Peeler,*
July 24-Ansacui and Germans f.ght
fiercely in Poaterea Russians pierce Ger-
man front south of Rig?. and drive Aus-
trians into mountains on 'lungery frow-
ner
Inns a ttrtst Russia. Terrific fiebting con-
July ilt-Turk"s sends treeps sei Tee-
ttneee on &Mine front British states
blacklist was not directed against ette•
wir
7
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EXPLOSION SHARES
GREATER NEW YORK
$21,000,000 LOST IN MUNITION EX-
PLOSION; TWO DEAD AND
SCORES HURT.
FIVE STATES nu SHOCK
mamma
Ammunition Awaiting Shipment TO
Vie Allies is Dutroyed-Oureting
Shrspnell Showered New York
Territory.
New York.-All Manhattan Island,
Brooklyn and cities In New Jersey
were shaken shortly after 2 o'clock
Sunday morning by a terrific explos-
ion.
The force of the expiration was so
great that thousands of heavy plate
glass windows In office buildings In
Lower Manhattan and Brooklyn were
shattered. Streets for many blocks In
the downtown section were literally
strewn with broken glass.
Thousands of persons swarmed into
the streets In all parts of the city from
buildings, subway exits and railway
stations, running about in a panic.
Many women became hysterteal. Po-
lice whistles were blown frantically.
Property loss estimated at $26.0011,-
00o was caused by a series of terrific
explosions of ammunition awaiting
shipment to the entente allies ml
stored on Black Tom Island, a small
strip of land jutting into New York
Bay off Jersey City. The loss of life
still Is problematical. It will not be
determined definitely until there has
been opportunity to check up the work-
men on the island and on boats Inoor-
ed nearby.
Two are known to be dead and at
least two more are missing. Scores of
persons were injured, some of thew
probably mortally.
The detonations, which were felt in
five states, began with a continuous
rapid fire of small shells, then the
blowing ap of great quantities of dyna-
mite. tripitoltuntne and other high ex-
plosives. followed by the bursting of
thousands of shrapnel shells which
showered the surrounding country and
water for miles around.
Fire that started soon after the first
great Climb destroyed 13 of the Inge
warehouses of the National Storage
Company on Black Tom Island. in,
which were stored merchandise valued
at between $12,000,000 and ;15,000.-
000. The flames, shooting into the
clouds, were reflected against New
York's "sky line" of towering office
buildings, which only a few moments
before were shaken to their founda-
tions as If by an earthquake. Miles of
streets In Manhattan were strewn with
broken glass and shattered signs.
Early reports of heavy loss of life
were impossible of verification, and
the authorities asserted the number
of deaths probably would be small. It
was said that, owing to the extent Of
the wreckage, it might be several days
before the exact figures could be ob-
tained.
The cause of the disaster had not
been determined. Officials of thel
National Storage Company and the
Oiligh Valley Railway, which also suf-
fered heavily through loss of property.
declared that reports to them showed
a fire started shortly after 1 a. m. on
a barge belonging to an independent
towing company that had bean motor-
ed alongside a dock used by the rail-
road company to transfer ammunition
shipments from tra:ns to vessels in
the harbor.
The barge, ft was said, was there
without authority either ot- the rail-
road or the etorage company. The of-
ficials refused to disclose the name of
the independent towing company, say-
ing they were investigating
certain whether the barge purposely
had been set on fire as the result of
Oct." -
A statement issued by the Lehigh
Vailcy Railway Company said:
'Thine:en brick -storage houses out
of 24 owned and operated by the Na-
tioaal Storage Company, and six piers
owned by the storage company, and
Waxed to the Lehigh Valley road, were
destroyed. Several others of the bric-k
werreiterity den -attest said.
some minor damage was done to the
Lehigh Valley grain elevators. In ad-
040011, toe far as is knowite eei loaded
cars were destroyed.
"According to ths esiden, e obtain-
ed by officials of the railroad, the fire
-star-ed in a barge belongng to an In-
dependent *owing company which had
n moored alongside the railroad
coninany's dock expressly against or-
.ders."
6.250 TEUTONS TAKEN.
Russians Continue Pursuit of Turks in
Caucasus.
Petrograd -in the battle on July 16
oh the Itneetan western front 6.240
Teutons were taken prisoner. say, the
official statement issued by the Rus
.slan Aar department. The Russians
also' captured live Enna and .!!
chine guns. - •
ma-
Ruiaisn fort-es operating in the Cau-
casus are conttnuing their pursuit of
Iltit reirtAtgg Turks., Is also reported.
MANY DIE IN CANADIAN FINE
Peer Towns Destroyed By Forest rime
Raging in Niorthern Ontario.
Seoree Are Injured.
Englithart, Ont.- Forest fires raging
In Northern Ontario are believed to
have resulted In the loss of from 150
to 200 lives Scores of persons have
been Injured, and It Is feared many of
them will die. ",
Powers' man- Wires have been wip-
ed out by the fiamea that raged for ill
hours. Reports received show that 50
perished at Nulihka, a French Canadian
settlement. and 34 at Matheson. Coch-
rane has le deed and 34 injured, Iro-
quois Falls, 15 dead and many In-
jured. and Ramore 15 dead
The number killed at Porcupine
Junction ls not known,but the egtirf
town was destroyed except the railroad
station.
The death list will be materially in.
ceased, It is feared, by victims In out-
lying districts.
There are apparently well authenti-
cated reports that many prospectors
have been trapped at Tashota and Ko-
wash. One farmer and his 10 children
are known to have been burned, _while
the man'. wife was vainly seeking aid
to check the onrushing flames.
Nashka. a hamlet consisting of a
score of frame buildings and stores,
suffered worst. It had been threat-
ened for several days, but the resi-
dent. lingered in the hope they might
save their homes. They waited too
lung, and walls of fire cut off escape.
MEMBERS FARM LOAN BOARD
President Names Four Men To Act
With Secretary McAdoo-Board
To Locate Banks.
--
ileAshington -Division of the cons
try into 12 federal land bank distric's
and location of federal land banks in
each of them under the ..new rural
credit,' law will be undertaken soon
by the federal farm loah board, four
of whose members were nominated by
President Wilson,
Secretary McAdoo, who is an ex-
officio member, completes the board.
said that he believed it would be im-
possible to conclude organization of
the system in less than six months,
and that it might not be in actual op-
eration before spring.
The four men nominated as mem-
bers of lha-board are Charles E. Lob-
dell of Kansas, George W. Norris of
Pennsylvania, W. S. A. Smith of Iowa
and Herbert Quick of West N'Irginia.
The president is expected to desig-
nate either___Mrs_Norzia--og-Mr---Quick.
the Democratic members of the board,
to act as farm loan commissioner and
executive head of the farm loan syis-
tem.
THIRTY-TWO BOMBS DROPPED.
London Says None Killed In Zeppelin
Raid on East Coast,
London.-Three Zeppelin dirigible
balloons participated In the raid early
on the morning of July 29 on the east
coast of England. The statement
adds:
'Three airships raided the east coast
and 32 bombs were dropped in Lincoln-
shire and Norfolk. There was no ma-
terial damage and there were no casu-
alties. Many other bombs are report-
ed to have fallen into the sea.
"At one place anti-airchaft guns
were in action and,succeeded in driv-
ing of fthe aircraft from their object-
ive. The raiders appears to have been
'really hampered by fog."
PREPARED FOR BANDITS.
Gaston Confident His Force C1111.-Ctipe
Waith Beldame.- 
El Paso, . Texas.-Col. Joseph A. Gas-
ton, commanding the Awe,ican border
patrol in the Big Bend district of
texas, is confideet that his force is so
disposed as to be ample to cope a-Ph
any bandit band which might attempt
a raid across the border, according to
word reaching here from Marfa.
-The Sixth linked States t'AraWis-1
supported in patrolling the dt-strict by
contingents of the Texas and Penn-
sylvania National Guard.
SHOCKS FELT AT CAMDEN.
Force of Explosion Shakes Town 90
Miles Away.
Philadelphia -The explosion near
Jersey City was felt at Camden. N. S.,
opposit this city, and at Bristol. Pa..,
telephone inquiries into Philadelphia
said the shock was plainly felt,
tol Is cie miles from Jersey City, and
Camden- nearly 90 miles. 
CloseOn Account of Heat.
Oshkoelt, Wis•-•-Tharedaelt-
broke all records for the season with
100 degrees _at 1 p. in. A nenther eLI
the factonted--werei obliged to -abut
down-at noon. . .
House To Rush Flood Relief.
Washington - Congressional repreo
sentatives from the flooded Metric:1s
in the south took energetic measures
July ef. for relief for the thousands of
victims of the disaster. Following a,
ts, tie-toe-trot the Alabama deletraGon
t press a bill for supplies for gaf-
fe. .-S in that state, and the recent'
Introduction of almost • dozen meas-
ures proposing relief In various ways,
a meetine of the house military eons-
ntlitee,wase called Illor the purpose of
taking action.
APPAM is AWARDED
TO BRITISH OWNERS
BROUGHT INTO HAMPTON ROADS
LAST FEBRUARY 11Y•A GI&
MAN FRIZZ CM%
TO STAY AT NEWPORT NEWS
Pending An Appeal the Liner Will Re-
main In Custody of United States
Marshal-Cargo Has Been
Sold For $4114,000. - 
Norfolk. Po ion of the British
liner Appam, brought into Hampton
Roads last February by a German prize
crew, was awarded to her English
owners, the African Steam Navigatiois
Company. by Judge Waddlli of the
federal district court. An appeal will
be taken when the opportunity is giv-
en, and the final decision in the line.1
proceedings probably will be by the
supreme court,
In the meantime the Appant will stay
at Netport News in the custody of the
CnIted States marshal or will be turn-
ed over to her owners under bond.
iler cargo has been sold for $630100
and the money is being held by the
court
What is to become of Lieut. Berg,
the prize commander. anti his crew of
:2 men nitiott be determined by the
state department at Washington. They
have been living aboard the Appam.
claiming her as the property-of tile
German government, but tile general
belief h-re Is that they now - will oe In-
terned along with the men -of the Ger-
man raiders laid up here.
WILL INTERN THE CREW.
Not Believed the Prussian-American
Treaty Will Be Abrogated
Washington.- Internment of the
German prise crew of the liner Ale
pam until the end of the European war,
state department officials said infoe
probalify will follow the federal
court's decision at Norfolk awarding
the captured ship to her British own-
ers,
In the absence of both Secretary
Lensing and Counsellor Polk, however.
officials were reticent about discuss-
ing the legal and diplomatic programs
involved in the decision. -
CARRANZA PROPOSAL ACCEPTED,.
Will--Submit Mexican issue To As
ternational Commission.
Washington.-Gen. Carranza was in-
formed in a note handed to his am-
bassador here that the Washington
government is prepared to submit to
a joint commiseion the task of seek-
ing a solution of the problems facing
the two nations. The proposal of the
de facto government for a commission
Is accepted, however, with the sug-
gestion that the powers of the com-
missioners be enlarged beyond the
limits proposed in the Mexican note
of July 12.
Agreement to this suggestion is ex-
pected. and it was stated 'officially
that the American members would
be appointed and the commission be
assembled at some point in the United
States at an early date.
EX-GOVERNOR EXECUTED.
Santiago Ramirez Gets No Mercy from
Gen. Carranza.
Laredo -Santiago Ramirez, a for-
mer governor of- the Mexican state-of-
Coahuila and later is„ Villista eteneretie
was publicly executed on the plaza
at Sal'illo. Mexico, according to news
reaching Nuevo 1-aredd from an ad-
thentic source.
Ramirez, it was stated, had left Mex-
ico with the dwindling of Villa's pow-
er and had returned recently to offer
his services to Gen. Carranza when
war between the United States and
Mexico seemed imminent.
Ten thousand persons, according to
tile report, witnessed the execution.
Ramirez met death bravely, refusing
to be blindfolded when stood before
the firing squad.
GERMAN LINES ENTERED,
Berlin Says Oply Success for Russians
Was Near Lutalt.
Berlin -After repeated tatala-attacks
nortnwest of Linsk, says the Gernran
official watem-n*, the Russians •ste•-
ceeded in penetratMg the German
lines in the region of TrIstyn. - end
caused the Germans to give up their
advanced positions which they had
previously !lett' beyond the Ricer. Stok--
West of I.utsk, the statement adilee
the 14u-setae attack heti -been
to a standstill by a German counter-
attack.
SS HURT IN WRECK,
-- -
Passenger Train Through Open Switch
Hits Freight,
, Tulsa, Okla --Running throufh eel
epe- n switch here • Midland Valley pas-
senger train crashed he- un Into
fright train standing on a elde track.
Thirty-fite passengers were injured,
seme of them badly.
Ambulances wore rusted to Ow
/Celle of the wreck and the tajered re
moved to hospital,., 
- -
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CONFERENCE MAY REDUCE
Appropriation 9111 Passed 5Y 
Senses
Carries 1314,009,000 
For Fis-
cal Year 1111i.
Washington - Neirly 
$700.000,000
for national defense in 
the fiscal year
1517 Is the 
aggregate of proposed ale
proprtations reached In the 
senate on
July 27 with passage of the 
army tip-
propriatioa bill, carrying, 
in round
pumbers, 1314,000,000. This 
grand to-
tal for prepareduces still Is 
subject to
revision, howeter, 
because the army
bill will follow the naval bill 
Mtn con
ferense. where 
reductions are probe
bie, despite the firm 
attitude of Presi-
dent Wilson In supporting 
the liberal
response of the senate to the 
tall for
adequate defense.
The iPpropriatIons for 
preparednees
as they now stand are ag 
fanciest
ertny 
11313,970,447.3C
Navy 
FmoirltitiaflucetiAornasdetny m .lpaied).... 
321526...872;42614,431406(106..
4411Army Navy deficiency 27,e055
Total 1,1485.313.017,V
As it passed the senate, the army
bill eIceaded the appropriation 
made
by the house by more 
than $131,000#
000.
In the final hours of debate on the
measure the senate agreed to an ap-
propriation of $2,000.000 for relief of
dependent families of national guards-
men and regular army soldiers In sem
Ice in the Mesh-an emergency.
Distribution of the fund is left to the
discretion of the secretary of war, but
in no case shall any dependent family
receive more than $e0 a month.
HEAT COMES FROM TROPICS
"Bermuda High" Worst Meat Wave in
Fifteen Years, Prevents Escape
of Warm Currents.
Washington.-"A Bermuda high" is
the cause of the worst heat wave that
has enveloped the country in le years.
Translated from the cryptic language
of the weather sharps, that means a
great area of high pressure air has
been mobilizing on the weather drill
grounds in the Atlantic off Bermuda
for the last month and now has let
go the full power of its offensive from
the seaboard to the Rocky Mountains
For weeks It has stood like a solid
wail against heated currents, trying
vainly to move out from the interior
over the ocean, and now as it swirls
rapidly along it is gathering heat anti
Moisture from the tropics and sweep-
ing them northward over the continent
Into a vacuum of so-called "low pres-
me areas "
Although its greatest intensity, MA
net yet -struck the Pacific coast. It is -
expected to do so within a few days.
No relief is promised from the phe-
nomena. which in the east has caused
sweltering city dwellers to light fires
in their homes to dry out the humid-
ity, or which in the Mississippi valley
is threatening to destroy millions of
dollars' worth ce food crops Chief
Forecaster Frankentield said that the
heat wave only had begun.
It is certain to continue through the
week, and probably longer. None of
the conditions essential to a break up
are yet evident.
Heat tinee.mled Since 1901.
Chicago-A period of intense hest
in the western plains states unequaled
since 1901, according to the govern-
ment weather bureau here, probably
will continue through the remaining
days of July. The forecaster also an-
nounced there was every indication
that the drouth would he severely felt.
Chicago joined the list of sweltering
cities on 4he-2;-ths The temperature
reached 99 at 3 p. m, and police re-
ports showed to deaths, eleven pros-
trations and seventeen persons bitter
by dogs.
Sixty Die From Heat In Chicago.
Chicago.-More than CO deaths were
recorded in Chicago alone on the !sot
as a result of the terrific heat wave
which is passing across--the middle
west. The fatalities charged to the
high telnperature and great humidity
in 4S hours total approximately four-
score in thesity.
Prostrations have mounted into the
hundreds. There sere numerous oth-,
er deaths of children and aged persons
superinduced, no -doubt, by the torrld
weather. No relief is promised by
government forecasts.
Prostration* In Ohio.'
' • , hai sweltered July 27
in the hottest weather of the summer
The highest temPerature was to.,
ported at Canton. Three persons died
from the heat at Canton and se_veral
prostratons were reported 'over tht
state.
_ .
Hottest In EOM Years.
III.-The govefameat oh-
reportil .'7--4ett-t-per5rure At
103 'here.. Freeport reported 101-the
hottest day ill forty years, •
---Sense-Thermoreetere Register 120,
Clinton. Iowa-The temperature at
2 p. m-.. July 21. reached high mart-
in!. Thermometer. In the dew ntOWD
trict registered 1:0..
Salvation Army Wealth.'
New York.-The Salvatioe Army'swealth in the t'nited States aggro-Wag144'4.3tik.17?. its..ottivers slate 41-1-tate holdings amount to $6.s4tt 0'41. 4111%,piu-sonal property Is worth $1414,128.
Liabilities are $4.2itr-c.37.0of 'whichnearly $1.600,000 is enserttftd- "
ee
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SYNOPSIS.
-
Plumphrey Van Weyden, ethic and 411•1-
Sani• finds himself aboard the sealing
schooner Ghost. Captain Wolf Lateen.
bound to Japan waters, The captain
makes him cabin hoy -for the rim or his
soul." The eockney cook. ?dwindle la
jealous of Hump and hoses him. Wolf
bases a seaman and makes II the basis
for • philosophic discussion with Hump.
Cooky and Hump whet knives at sack
Other. hump's Intimacy with Wolf in-
creases. Wolf •kotches th• story of his
life, discusses the Bible and Omar, and
illustrates the instinctive levet of Ills by
choking Bump nearly to death. A car•
nivel of brutality breaks loose In the
ship. Wolf proves himself the meow
brute. is knocked overboard and wins
clear In a fight In the forecastle. Hump
dresses Wolf's wounds and. despite his
protest, is made mate out the bell-ship
Mr. Van Weyden trios to learn his duties
as mate. Van Weyden proves by his con
duct In it blow that he has learned "to
Stand on his own leg.." Two marl desert
the vessel In one of the small boats. A
young woman end four men, survivor, of
a Olean-iv:* wreck, are rescued from •
small trout. The deserters Sr. sighted,
Put 41/01f stands away and leavea them
to drown. Maude Brewster, the rescued
girt and Van Weyden find they know
each other's work. They talk together
of a world alien i• Wolf, kt•ude seem
kingridge towed overside In a bowline to
give him a bath and his foot bitten off by
a shark as he ta hauled aboard Si. ha.
gins to realize her danger at the landsof Wolf. Van Weyden realism, that be
loves Maude.
CHAPTER XX-Contioued.
We left the table to go on deck, for
a steamer was a welcome break in the
monotony of the sea on which we
floated, while the conviction that it
was Deeth Larsen and the Macedonia
added to the excitement. The stiff
breeze and heavy sea which had
sprung up the previous afternoon had
been moderatiug all morning, so that
It was now possible to lower the
boats for an afternoon's hunt. The
hunting promIseri.to be profitable. We
had sailed since dayligbt across a sea
b rren of seals, and were now running
Into the herd.
The smoke was still miles astern.
but overhauling us rapidly, when we
lowered our boats. They spread out
and struck a northerly course across
the ocean. Now and again we saw a
sail lower, heard the reports of the
shotguns, and raw the sail go up again
The seals- were thick, the wind was
dying away; everything favored a big
catch. As we ran off to get our lee-
ward position of the last lee boat, we
found the ocean fairly carpeted with
sleeping seals. They were all about
us, thicker than I had ever seen them
before. In twos and threes and
bunches, stretched full length on the
surface and sleeping for all the world
like so many lazy young dogs.
Under the approaching smoke the
bull and upperworks of a steamer
were growing larger. It was the Mace-
dnois  l 
sshe
to 
passed 
th by 
scarcely 
readhpearss mna ethsrcaourgehthe
Ill 
glasses 
mile to starboard. Wolf Larsen looked
savagely at tne Teasel, while Maud
Brewster was curious
"Where is the trouble you ware so
sure was breezing up. Captain Lar-
sen'!" she asked gayly.
He glanced at her, a moment's
amusement softening his features.
-What did you expect! That they'd
come aboard and cut our throats?"
"Something like that." she coo,
tatined. "You understand, seal-hunters
are so new and strange to me that I
am quite ready to expect anything."
He nodded his head. -Quite right..
quite right. Your error is that you
failed to expect the worst."
"Why, what can be worse than cut.
"tbag our throats she asked, with
pretty naive surprise.
'Cutting oar purses." be answered
"Man Is so made these days that his
capacity for living is determined by
the money he possesses."
" Who steals my purse steals trash,'"
she quoted
• "Who steals my purse steals my
right to live." was the reply, "old saws
to the contrary. For he steals my
bread and moat and bed, and in so do-
ing Imperils my life. There are not
enough soup-kitchens and bread-lines
to go around. you know, and when
men have nothing In their purses they
usually die, and die miagrably-unless
they able
speedily."
"But I fall to see that this steamer
has any designs on your'puree."
"Walt and you will see." he an-
swered grimly.
We did not have long to Waft. Hav-
ing passed several miles beyond our
fine of boats. the Macedonia proceeded
to lower her own. We knew she car-
ried fourteen boats to our five (we
were one short through the desertion
of Wainwrtght). and she began drop-
ping them far to leeward of our last
boat, continued dropping them athwart
our course, and finished dropping them
far to windward of our first weather
boat. The hunting, for us. was spoiled
There were no seals behind us, and
ahead of us the line of fourteen beats.
like a huge broom, swept the herd be'
ore It
Our boats hunted across the two or
three miles of. water between them
and the point where the Macerlonhie
bad been dropped, and then headed for
notate The witrd had fallen to a whis
per. the ocean woe growing calmer and
calmer, and this, coupled With the
proseys• et the groat herd, made a
f`crt•et booting dar-one of the two or
three days to be encoenteresi In the
whole of a lucky season. An angry lot
sobbed: and the boats were hoisted hi
mit
ot men. boat-puller,' and steerers as
welt as bunters, swarmid over
side. Each man felt that he had been
amid curses, which, it curses had
power, would have settled Death Lan
gen for all eternity-"Dead and
damned for a dozen iv eternities,'
commented Louis, his eyes twinkling
up at me as he rested from hauling
taut the lashings of his boat.
"Listen to them, and nod if it is
hard to,discover the most vital thing
In their souls," said Wolf Larsen
"Faith? and love? and high ideals?
Tho good? the beautiful? the true?"
"Their Innate sense of right has
been violated." Maud Brewster said.
joining tho conversation.
She was standing a dozen feet away.
one hand resting on the main shrouds
and her body swaying gently to the
slight roll of the ship.. She had not
raised her voice, and yet I was struck
by its clear and bell-like tone. Ah. it
was sweet in my ears!
"A sentimentalist." he sneered. "like
Mr. Van Weyden. Those men are
cursing because their desires have
been outraged. That is all. To lay
bands on their purses is to lay hands
on their souls."
"You speak so calmly-" she bevel
"But I do not feel calm; I could kill
the man who robbed me," he inter•
rupted. "Yee. yes, I know, and that
man my brother-more sentiment!
Bah!" •
ills face underwent a sudden change).
His voice was less harsh and wholly
sincere as he said.
-You must be happy, you sentimen-
talists, really and teuly happy at
dreaming and ending things good, and
because you find some of them good,
feeling good yourself. Now, tell me.
you two, do you find me good?"
"You are good to look upon-in a
way." I qualified.
"There are In you all powers for
good." was Maul Brewster's answer
"There you are!" he cried at her.
-half angrily. "Your words are empty
to me He who delights the most
lives the most, and your dreams and
'unrealities are lees disturbing to you
and more gratfying than are my facts
to me Dreams must be substantial
and satisfying. Emotional delight is
more filling and lasting than Intellec-
tual delight; and, besides, you pay for
your moments of intellectual delight
by having the blues. Emotional delight
is followed by no more than %den
senses which speedily recuperate. I
envy you. I envy you."
He stopped abruptly, and then on
his lips formed one of his strange quiz-
zical smiles, as he added:
"It's from my brain I envy you, take
notice, and not from my heart. You
have no facts in your pocketbook."
He ceased speaking, and his gess
wandered absently past her and be--
came lost in the placid sea. The old
primal melancholy was strong upon
him. He was quivering to it He had
reasoned himself into a spell of the
blues, and within few hours one could
look for the devil within him to be up
and stirring. I remembered Charley
Furuseth. and knew this man's sad-
ness as the penalty which the material-
ist ever pays for his materialism.
CHAPTER XXI.
"You've been on deck. Mr. Van Wey-
den." Wolf Larsen said, the following
morning at the breakfast table. "How
do things look!"
"Clear enough." I answered, glancing
at the sunshine which streamed down
the open companionway. "Fair west-
erly breeze, with a promise of stiffen-
ing. If Louts peedtcts correctly."
He nodded his head in a pleased
way. "Any eigna of fog!"
"Thick banks in the north and north-
west."
He nodded his head again, evtncing
even greater satisfaction than before.
-What of the Macedonia!"
"Not sighted.'" I asowered.
I could have sworn his face Tell at
the intelligence, but why he should be
disappointed I could not conceive,
was soon—to learn. "Smoke-hi-1'W-
came the hail from on deck, and his
face brightened.
"Good!" he exclaimed, and left the
table it once to go on deck and into
the steerage, where the tointers were
taking the first breakfast of their exile
The bulkhead was too thick for us
to hear what be said; but whatever it
was it was followed by loud exclama-
tions and shouts a joy.
Maud Brewster accompanied me on
deck, but I left her at 'the break of
the poop, where she might *etch the
scene and not be in it. The sailors
Must have learned whatever project
was on hand., and the vim and snap
they put into their work attested their
-enthusiasm. The hunters came tree 
beg on deck with shotguns and amrnu
nition boxes, and, most unusual, their
Oleg and a large supply of cartridges
I noticed they gritmed with satisfac-
tion whenever they looktenoat the
Macedonta's smoke, which was letting
higher and higher as she apjproached
from the west
The eve boats went over tbe aide
whit * rural, spread ont like the else of
• tan. and set • northerly coutse, as on
the preceding afternoon, forAtit to fol-
low I watched for some time, curl'
busty, but there seemed nothing as
•^' -1
sr, .
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tram-dreary about ,heir behavior. 'It
lowered sails, shot Beale and bell
sails again, and continued on their win
as I bad always seen them dre The
Micedonia repeated her performative
of yesterday, "hogging" the sea by
dropping her line of boats in advance
of ours and across our course. Four.
troll_ boats require a considerable
spread of ocean for comfortable hunt-
ing, and when she had completely
lewd our line she continued steam-
ing Into tit) northeast, droppths more
boats as sba-went
"What's up?" I askiel Wolf Larsen.
unable longer to keep rey curiosity in
cher*.
"Never mind what's up." he an-
severed gruffly. "You won't be a thou-
tend year' In finding out, and In the
meantime just pray for plenty of
wind."
"Oh, well. I don't mind telling you."
he mild the next moment. "I'm going
to give that brother of mine a taste of
his own medicine. In short, I'm going
to play the hog myself, and not for one
day, but for the rest of the season-if
we're In luck"
"And If we're not!" I queried
"Not to be considered," he laughed.
"We simply must be in luck, or it's all
up with us."
The smoke of the Mseedonla hed
dwindled to • dim blot on the north-
eastern horizon. Of the steamer her-
self nothing was to be seen. We had
been loafing along, till now, our sails
shaking half the time and spilling the
wind; and twice, for short periods, we
had been hove to But there was no
more loafing. Sheets were trimmed,
and Wolf Larsen proceeded to put the
Ghost through her paces. We ran past
our line of boats and bore down upon
the first weather boat of the other line
"Down that flying jib, Mr. Van Wey
den," Wolf Larsen commanded. 'And
stand by to back over the jibs."
ran forward and had the downhaul
of the flying jib all in and fast as we
slipped by the boat a hundred tent to
leeward. The three men in It gated at
us auspiciously. They had been hog-
ging the sea, and tliay knew Wolf Lar-
se.n. by reputation lit any rate. I not
that the hunter, a huge Scandinavian
sitting In the bow, held his rifle. ready
to hand, across his knees. It should
have been in its proper place in the
rack. When they came opposite our
stern Wolf Larsen greeted them with
a wave of the hand. and cried:
'Come on board and have a 'gam'!"
"To gam." among the sealing schoon-
ers. is a substitute for the verbs "to
visit." "to gossip." It expresses the
garrulity of the sea and is a pleasant
break In the monotony of the life.
The Ghost swung around into the
-wind. and I finished my work forward_
In' time to run aft and lend a hand
with the main sheet
"-You will please stay on deck. Miss
Brewster," Wolf Larsen said, as be
started forward to meet his guest
"And you. too. Mr. Van Weyden."
The boat had lowered its sail and
run alongside. The hunter. golden-
bearded like a sea-king. came over the
rail and dropped on deck. He glanced
from Wolf Larsen to me. noted that
there was only the pair of us. and then
glanced over his ,own two men who
had joined him. Surely he had little
reason to be afraid. He towered like
a Goliath above Wolf Larsen. At the
A Huge Scandinavian. Sitting in the
Bow. Held His Rifle.
top of the companionway he reassured
himself with a glance down at his host
and the pair descended into the cabin.
In the meantime. hie two mereeenrwas
the wont of visiting sailors, had gone
forward into the forecastle to do some
visiting themselves
Suddenly, from the cabin caine a
great. choking bellow, followed by all
the sounds of a furious struggle. It
WI' s the leoperd end the lion and the
lion made all the noise. Wolf Larson
was the leopard.
"Toe fiee the sacredness of our how
vitality." I said bitterly. to Maud
Brewster.
She nodded her head that she heard
and I noted in her face the signs of
the same sickness at sight or sound of
violent struggle from which I hal suf
reeled so severely during my first
weeks on the Ghost
The sounds from below' soon died
away- Then Wolf Larsen came alone
on deck There was • slight flush un-
der his .brolue, bet otherwise, he bore
no *ions of the battle,
"Send those two, Wen hilt. Xt. Van
Weyden," he said.
1 obeyed, and a minute or two later
they stood before him
"Hoist.- In your boat," he mid -to
them, "Your bunter's decided to stay
aboard ltartille and doesn't walk it
eounalne
"Weal In your boat. I sale." he re.
roofed, his time fa sharper togas as
they hesitated to do his oldeleg.
"Who knows? leou may haws to sail
with me for a time," be said, quits
ortItlY. with a silken threat that belled
the softness, as they moved slowly to
comply. "and we might as well start
with a friendly understanding. Lively
now! Death Larsen makes you jump
better than that, and you know it!"
Their movements perceptibly Quiet-
ened under his coaching, and as the
boat swung inboard I was sent forward
to let go the jibs. Wolf Larsen, at
the wheel, directed the Ghost after
the Macedonia's second weather boat.
Under way, and with nothing for the
title being to do. I tuini•d my atten-
tion to the situation of thy boats. The
titacooflotTiali thtrit---waarher -boat -was
being attacked by two of ours, the
fourth by our reneafreng three; and
the fifth, turn abOut, was taking a
hand in the defense of its neerest
mate. The fight had opened at long
distance, and the rifles were cracking
steadily. A quick, snappy sea was be'
Mg kicked up by the wind. a condition
which prevented fine shooting; and
now and again, as we drew closer, we
could see the bullets tip-zipping from
wave to wave.
The bout we were pursuing had
squared away and was running before
the wind to escape us. and, In the
course of its night, to take part In re
pulsing our general boat attack.
Attending to sheets and tacks now
left me little time to see what was
taking place, but I happened to be on
the poop when Wolf Larsen ordered
the two strange sailors forward and
Into the forecastle. They went sul-
lenly, but they went. Ile next ordered
Miss Brewster below, and smiled at
the instant horror that leapt into her
eyes.
"You'll find nothing gruesome down
there." he said. "only an unhurt man
securely made fast to the ring-bolts.
Bullets ,are liable to come aboard. and
I don't want you killed, you know."
Even as he spoke, a bullet was de-
flected by a brass-capped spoke of the
wheel between his hands- and
icreeched oft through the air to-wind-
ward.
"You see." he said to her; dud then
to me. "Mr. Van Weyden, will you
take the wheel?"
Maud Brewster bad stepped inside
the companionway so that only her
head was exposed. Wolf Larsen had
procured a rifle and was throwing a
cartridge into the barrel. I bogged
her with my eyes to go below, but site
smiled and said:
"We may be feeble land-creatures
without legs, but we can show Captain
Larsen that we are at least as brave
as be." , 
. _ _
He gave her a quick loOk of ad-
miration,
"I like you a hit-Wired per cent better
for that." he said. "Books, and brains,
and bravery. You are well-rounded, a
blue-stocleing fit to be the wife of a
pirate chief. Ahem. we'll discuss that
later." he smiled, as a bullet struck
solidly into the cabin wall.
I saw his eyes flash golden as be
spoke. and I saw the terror mount In
her own.
Ti CONTTtit'ED.)
COTTON STALKS HAVE VALUE
Hitherto Regarded as Waste, They
Are to Els Turned into • Martell-
able Commodity.
Considering the fact that -Ika
neighborhood of 75.000,000 tons of
cotton stalks have been destroyed an-
nually as worthless and' only in the
way, the possibtlittes of a plant capa-
ble of converting them into paper and
artificial silk are readily comprehend-
ed. A planets now being erected at
Greenwood. Miss., which will be de-
voted to the preparation of pulp from
cotton stalks, and it is said that owing
to the stronger fibers of the cotton
stalk pulp, paper manufactured from
it Is considerably stronger in propor-
tion to its thickness and weight than
that produced from the usual wood
pulp. It has been the custom to cut
and burn the stalks, after the cotton-
picking season has ended, at a cost of
about a dollar a ton. The use of cot-
ton pulp Is not limited to the making
of paper The stalk fibers have been
found Capable of withstanding the ni-
trating process involved In the mak-
ing of gun-cotton. The fibers also
produce an ardfletal silk. motion-pits
ture films, and such chemicals as pys
roxilene, alcohol and acetone'',
Soup Kitchens for Birds.
The establishment of "soup kitet
ens" for the birds in the cemeteries
and city parka haa been prommetAele_
A J. Watson, scout commissioner. whe
offers to have Roy Scouts maintato
them if the suet necessary Is fur-
nished free, states the Kansas City
Star, He also calls on all scouts to
feed the hungry birds about theft
homes until the snow has melted
fully.
Scouts are taught to stud? bird We
and protectiL_____T9 toed thk. bird*
scouts have gonna 'the held way is te
tie pieces of' suet In trees and keep
grain and seeds in boxes also nailed te
trees.
"The furnishing of the RPMs is a
small 'Item." Mr Watson said. "The
scout nrganization will gladly do that
but It does not hare the tunde to fur
rash suet It any person or organise
lion will tuIrnish it the scouts will MS-
tribute It."
MAKING UP LUNCH BASKET
Appetizing Picnic Meat Just as Easy
is Prepare as One That Is Apt
to Become "Messy."
The holltely Renee' metros the pieta,
season, vieuther permitting, and the
lunch lineket Mande nut prime:wetly
In srucveipefill pfriilc pe"nparatIonit.
well-prepared, carefully packed lunch
Malts contented pleuickere, but there
is nothing mere dimippoltaing then to
epen the lunch basket and find every-
thing crushed and "messy." With a
little ear* to preparation, however,
tlile need not happen. Ther.• nee litany
little ways if tenting thittge up that
will carry thetn ru appetitlez _term_
For instance a cake and pie combined
muy be made by lining pasty pans
with pie crust erei then filling them
with a Nike batter end baking them.
They tire much lees apt to crush in the
pecking titan the ordinary little cup-
ciikee, end ebildren lov.• them.
Or it leaf 'tike may be linked in a
tin (Tucker box. If this is done do
not take It fonn the box. Just lee It
nod put on the cover and it will or-
rice Jr. tverfeei COirdatral. . • -
("ream (oaken are enslly packed. A
jar of (Tenni filling rein be carried or
one of, creamed chicken if there Is
tiny Way It. twat It. The puffs nned
with this will be great favorites.
feed tea 4'1111 be intole of reed water
its well us of hot. Simply measure the
tea into tin earthen diele pour over It
the cold water, rover, and let stand
for nn hour. One never gets the slight-
est bitter taste in tea made this way.
The lemon juice mixed with the sugar
may be carried in a bottle.
There Its no need of taking Libelee
that have to he washed and rarried
home ngain. With paper napkin,' and
earribeard boxes, one can improvise a
very good picnic table with strong en-
Velorwsi foiled for cups; or there can
be hail from e store, for a very small
outlay,, a package of paper or fiber
plutee, cups, napkins and spoone, that
enn he. thrown away when they have
been titled. They-ere-lighter-add lees
bulky to carry than the home• table
ware.
It is n good plan. espeeially If there
fire children In the purty to take in the
basket a tiny "fine-aid" package. (vie
tattling a roll of bandage, some absorb.
•ot cotton, it etrip of edheidve plaster,
'a tube of antiseptic ointment and any
other littlevfIrst-ald necessity. Though
this may not seem a festive preparu-
tIon. It Is often very welcome as minor
necelente. really not more than mliv-
halm have a way of happening at pie-
Develoaing leglish. Industry.
iniaenmeking researeh 14 a new tine:
lure at Sheffield tit:Tenets. The wee-
cut of! many kinds of glass Oroducta
from England, but the investieatimes
have been PO effective that lt,Onn York-
shire glass;roiltaris-fOrlontlY 1‘11111111
out only cheap glass bottles, are rie
ported to be new making I varied 1*
of materials ta One glass
,
•-•••••
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swAmp _ Is not riessenteoded
for everythiag, but if
you have kidney, liver
or bladder trouble it
may be found just the remedy you food.
At druggists n fifty cent ad dollar sized.
You may rocolv• • trample also bottle of
this reliable medicine by Parcel Poet,
also pamphlet telling about it.
Address Dr. Kilmer S Co, Binghamton,
N Y , anet ~loos ten cents, also men-
tion Ude paper.
ROOT
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Appreciation of a Prodigy.
"Bliggitim is still talking aboUt the
bright titinge his erg says." -
"Well, I envy him. It must be greet
to have a boy who entertains himself
thinking of *bright things insiteati of
bunging on the cellar deer with a board
or experluienting with u shotgun.-
.. 
A MINT TO WISE WOMEN.
Don't softer Ureter., when all female
troubles will vanish in thin air after using
"Femenina." Price eoc and 51 De --Ad'.
Succinct.
Whet, the Mg eleip of a Ialiscushire.
merehrint was burned, man wattle he
stood br pile or ashen, visittly
log to rOliti. a Waal there-
from, he tv handed tete weeniere
from his fetidly
"Telegraph purtieultire of Bre .is
shop."
Seizing it pencil, he wrote:
".No toirticultirs. No elem."
ITCHING, BURNING SCALPS
Crusted With Dandruff Yield Readily
to Cuticura. Trial Free,
Cuticure Soap to cleumve the scalp of
dandruff crusting/I and scalIngli, and
Cutlenra Ointment to mouthe and heal
itching's and irritations. Nothing bet-
ter, surer or more recoreenictil thou
these super-creamy emollients for hair
and scalp troubles of young or old.
Free sample each by mall vith Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept.
Boston. 'Sold everywhere.-Adv.
Maybe.
"Reforms are beteg curried on every-
where ewe nowei--
"Yes. and after we have reformed
some of our reforms we will probably
have matters in pretty good shape
again."
BABIES AND GROWING CHILDREN
need a tonic to tone up the system and
regulate the liver. Mothers are con-
stantly using with wonderful success.
our "Plantation" Chill and Fever Ton-
. lc. Pleasant to take-contains no Cal-
omel. Price 50c.-Adv:
EMPLOY GOOD SCRUB-CLOTHS
Poor Economy to Use Discarded Rags
for the Purpose, for a Great
Variety of Reasons
While we all wish to be as econom-
fent as possible, we sometimes follow
an economy that doesn't pay, in trying
'to use old threadbare rags as scrub
and cleaning cloths. The discarded
garment with its many holes Is not
always the right substance with which
to expect good, firm cleaning. Such
rage fall apart easily, become uqsant-
tary. and require much labor to keep
clean. Good scrub-cloths are now
specially manufactured out of closely-
woven twill crash or fiber. They come
In regular SIZeM, the 24-inch square be-
ing found very convenient for ordinary
scrubbing. Other knitted or woven
clothe can be bought for a few cents
for various other cleaning purposes,
such as windows, pot-wiping. sink
cleaning, etc. They have body, are
firm, and require far lees to keep
clean. besides giving hotter service
than the ordinary rag.-11odern Pits
Housewife's Lore, 
ItIs harmful to silk' stockings to
Iron them.
Bread. cheese and fruit make a per-
fect lunch.
Cream puffs take 25 minutes to
bake. _ _
1Talf a pepper. minced tine. will
flavor an omelet.
Apples, bananas and lettuce are a
delicious salad mixture.
Don't forget that split peas make
an excellent luncheon *lap.
Crab flake cocktail is very pretty
served In green pepper cups.
Mullin and cake hatters require half
as much liquid as flour.
To prepare horseradish quickly. put
it through the meat chopper.
For clams bilked in aliens It la beef
to use e arge-̀ Wittd- clams
The Little Matter.
A, certain eaptain of industry, oom-
plimented orran immense war cotitriet.
said In New York-: -
"One beatity about these eoatractmis - ---
their strict himesty. There are no -
palms to grease."
"It wasn't always so in war con-
tracts. In fact, they tell a story about
a war contractor who once broke the
silence of his club reading room with
u dreadful sigh.
"'What's the matter?' a brother con-
tractor asked.
"'Alas, alas!' said the first con-.
tractor. 'I've Past bought five million
pairs of shoes at a dollar a pair anti
sold them to the army for six dollars,
and I'm afraid the loss will ruin we.'
"'Loss? Loss?' said the other con-
tractor. 'What are you talking about,
man? On five million pairs of shoes,
with a five-dollar profit, how can there
be a loss?'
"'My dear fellow,' mid the first con-
tractor, sadly, 'you forget the little
matter of commissions.' "-Washington
Star.
All Gene.
"Blinks doesn't seem to have tinsels
snap In him any more."
"No; be used to have so much ;map -
In him that now he's broke."
Fortunate Is the girl whose "best
fellow" ie too proud to fight, drink or
gamble.'
Tea and Coffee
For Children?
These beverages contain
drug-elements that hinder
development of both body
sad_ mind, especially in
-To Cook Dried Corn.
Take the quantity needed and soak
for PIS hours to just enough water
thoroughly to cover ihe corn. Then
put In the double boiler and cook until
tender. Do not add extra-waters Sea-
son with butter, pepper and milt. A
cupful of -cream Snakes . at most de-
licious. This shouht he put In when
the corn is half cooked so that it will
absorb most of the cream.. _
To Clean Currants.
A quill,  wity to %lean enrranta, when
making cake. is to put the fruit Into a
colander with a sprinkling of nooy:
and rut) them around a -few minutes
with the ham.. It Is inli%rising how
quietly. the !tents twee4me separate.'
and slip through the helen
•
. Dressing fee Plank- Steak.
Milk steak: fluty le- guen itsappe
tillog a. flavor ail the more eeeeenee
ent It aa-ia spread with a highly sea-
soned /wed iisseeing, roiled tightly,
braised eith vreetables, and cooked ii
• casserole with a Mil., eatery vine-
gar,
, Voir
• •11.•
Nowadays, for their chil-
dren. wise parents choose
POSTUM
This delicious table bev-
erage, made of cereals, has
a wonderfully satisfying
flavor—a flavor much like
the higher grades of coffee
- (but without any of cof-
fee's harm.) Postum is s
true, pure food--drtnk that. t
has helped thousanda__to
I
forget the coffee habit.
uThere'e a'Reason"
cmictio.verywh er e
.011 POSTUM
I.
.;" •
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14113GRESSIVE DILEMMA.
The poor progressives! If the
Ilarrier-Journal were ?Kt -the
'most considerate of mortals and
pines of newspapers it would
rim& the profanity and suggest
tkat as a matter of fact, really
_Aliad truly, they find themselves
betwixt Hell and Iron Works, or
iroards to that lurid Effect. They'll
Ile.isan'd if they do. They'll be
dam- d if they don't. That is
%what they get trying to keep up
wilt Teddy.
.4.nd that reminds us. Away
back in the twilight of the gods
ut New York politics, a person
by the name of Seward-William
K. Seward - played much the
atamle role just played by Theo-
dore Roosevelt. There came a
warthless son-of-a-gun of brick-
fa,yer from Virginia to the town
of Batavia in the western part
xi( New York. His name was
Markan-William Morgan. He
Attached himself to the local
ladgeof free masons. with many
•of whose members he quarreled,
-anal, out of revenge, proposed to
. print a book reveal irk the secrets
vof that honorable and benevolent
*der. There arose a pretty how-
eiy-do. One day this Morgan dire
_ -appeared from the haunts amen
tfis own haunts-mainly the
wiflage doggery-and peeple be-
gan to say that he had been put
. out.ce the way by the fraternity
;ix had so outraged.
r_aite whole of western New
fork was in uproar. Murder was
ankarged. One or two masons
ware indicted, arrested and
isroeght to trial. But there was
TIC conviction for the capital of-
No dead body that could
,tat identified as the delinquent
vrat ever found. The liklihood
Father, has seen fit in his infinite
wisdom, to come into our midst
and manifest His power by tak-
ing from us our beloved member
and brother H. M. Barnett.
.Therefore, be it resolved, that
the Poplar Spring church has
lost one of its most faithful and
loyal members, his wife a dear,Morgan excitement the chance l stand in Western Kentucky with In New York excessive rains loving companion, his friendsof pontical advantage. They got •large patronage. Am selling to and cool weather retarded plant ' and relatives one of their best
friends and the community a
leading citizen and good neigh-
bor.iblf them dry cleaned and refit. , bon. -Lee Lucas, Murray, Ky. with a shortage of plants, caus-*red, got up the progressive party. , Order of Reference. 
Resolved, further, that we pre-
, ed the reduction in acreage. In sent a copy of these resolutionsFar a while anti-masonry went i the Louisaha - Perique di strict to his bereaved companion andeveei as hot cakes. It flourished! R. B. Lassiter, administrator' low prices and slow sales dis- extend to her our condolence andlike a green bay tree. It put alof Frank Turner, deceased, Plain- couraged growers and the area sympathy, and say to her topresidential ticket in the field. I UM is smaller than in recent years. weep not as those who have noSeward rode it to his very great! . VS. Or2er of Reference. In other districts plants were hope, but be submissive and re-rpra5t. Then seeing it begin to Murray Turner and his wife, :plentiful, and while in some in-4a me, he and Weed had no fur- i Nora Turner, and Guide Turner,1-§tAnces excessive_ rains delayed-ther use for it, or, as John Quin- 'i Birdie Boatwright and her bus- trinsplanting for a few days,-.:.-., Adams stated the case, they 1.band, Doss p_o_04-righ4„ ..k _. a. the ci op . was_, transplanted in•tra-nsferred themselves and their Beale & SO'n, R. V. Shoemaker irwA time. The stand as a rulefatinwers, without reservation of and R. B. Lassiter, Defendants., is better than, bsual, but culti-body, or soul, to another party. ' On motion of plaintiff it is or- vation has been delayed in moat' 'a base compound of Royal Arch dered that this cause be and the districts by too much rain in:1 Iasons and Hartford Convention same is hereby referred to J. A._ Fedmahata held together bi_- no Edwards, this court's ---maiattir 
June.
  The Georgia and Florida crop-ad but that of a common ha- commissioner, with directions ecl is being harvested and gives a copy sent to the Murray Led-tred for b-2tier men than them- him to advertise for -elairnsi promise of being one of the,best ger and Calloway Times for pub-selves"-:hat is, as old Jerry against the estate of Frank Tur-' ever grown in that district., Black put it, "they fostered the ner, deceased, directing all cred-; Throughout Kentucky the crop ' Brother Barnett was born on
lication.
IffItt3IFth of anti-masonry until it itors to file claims with hini pro. iseenis to be in better condition March 10th, 1850, and died Junewas' big enough to sell just as a perly proven on or before the ; than last year, and there will 16th, 1916, aged 66 years, threedea'ss in livestock fattens a calf first day of the next August ' probably be an increased yield months and six days.until it is fat etiough for the term of this court or be fcrever I in botn the burley and dark sec-I After funeral services, con-market ard then lets it go for barred from collecting the,same ltions of the state.hat it will fetch." ducted by Rev. J. D. Outland
__How like the recent RoJsevelt.
Perkins episode. It will be re-
----rwernbered-that it was Thur7ove
'Weed who said of n dead body
lashed cut of Lake ()Maria tied
. sought to be identified as the
talissTriz, Ilaver of Ilatavia:
..-"Tace himself. have a mcdern shop in every re-
But Mr. Seward and his Fidus !Wet, equipped with electrically
Achates, Thurlow Weed, quick I driven outtit.--It is conveniently
as detect the golden apple in the ; located and will sell building or
green of the tree, found in this rent to purchaser of shop. Best
TOBACCO CROP
WILL BE LARGER
The tobacco crop of the Unit-
ed States in 1916 will be larger
than that of last year, according
to all official government data
obtainable upon the planted area
and the probable production, the
estimate of which is based upon
the condition of the growing
crop July 1. The estimate of a
yield of 1,191,326,000 pounds,
compared with a final estimate
of the 1915 crop at the same
time of the season, of 1,060,587,-
000 pounds, indicating an in-
crease for the current season of
130,739,000 pounds, or about 12
per cent. The condition of the
crop of July 1 in practically eve-
ry section of the country was
better than at the same date last
year, and the prospects as a
whole are exceedingly good for
the harvesting of a full crop.
The total area of cigar tobaccb
is 187.100 acres, compared with
172,400 acres in 1915, an increa-
se of 8.5 per cent. Two diaLricts
New York, and Georgia and
Florida, show a falling off: New
England has the same average
as last year, and all other dise
trims show an increase.
The chewing, smoking, snuff
and export types show 1,192,800
acres, compared with 1,132,000
last year, an increase of 60,890
acres, or 5 3 per cent. . The oh
bright, new bright and-L6iiiiii-
na-Periqge districts show de-
creased acreage, while each of
the others has an' increase. The
decrease in the new bright dis-
trict was caused by a shortage
of plants and dry weather at
transplanting time. The decrease
is in South Carolina, Eastern
North Carolina has about the
same acreage as last year.
In the old bright district plants
were scarce and the weather dry
during the early part of the
planting season: conditions wereis that Morgan was induced to ing shop in Murray for sa:e. I favorable during the latter part
of May and June and the crop
was set later than usual. In all
other districts dry weather
caused no inconvenience at plan.
ting time.
•
LUMBER
Let us figure with you on that bill of
Lumber, whether for repairs or new
building. Screen doors, wire, paint.
Anything  for building  purposes.
Hughes & Irvan Lumber Co.
LOCICE033a4X1FIXVIIENURIPOCNXIMZSIXSCOMVEMVSICSOCIANSitnal
OH! BACK!
The Expression of Many a Kidney
sufferer.
A stubborn backache is cause
to suspect kidney trouble. When
the kidneys are inflamed and '
swollen, stooping brings a sharp
twinge in the small of the back
that almost takes the breath
away. Doan's Kidney Pills re-
vive_ aluggish_kidneys--- relieve,
aching backs. Here's convin-
cing proof of merit.
Rabert Curtinger, S. Twelfthl
St., biayfield, Ky., pays: ''I'
had shsrp n.iinsticros3 the small
of my back and through my
--DoanTi-ladbey -Pills'
BOURBON HOG CHOLERcREMEDY
Prevents aud Cures
CHOLERA, WORMS, COUGH, THUMPS.
It destroys disease (erms, regulates the bowels, aidi digestion anJ
causes hogs to fatten quickly, l'se it in the feed and drink and yOur
hogs will never ha•e cholera. Costs only !,e, a month for each AOC
Don't wait until they get sick. Begin spying your. hogs this nsedi.inra
1, and keep them free from wnenis and dise.tae At All Druggists,
BOURBON REMEDY COIllrANT. Leziadtee. ,
S31d in Murray by H. 1). THORNTON.
---
plications do not come from the10.11.110114's•'"'"'"1""`"1 4"14
guardsmen themselves, but from', 1 3*
wives, mothers and sist,ers, to! . *
•
Congressmen intereated-in-their'* s
e *4
•cases.
Twenty-five releases were sig-
ned this morning.
Military authorities say than*
because of the release of guards-it
men with -dependents- and-l-1444--
prospects thatl many other guar- , •quickly cured me and I have had
no occasion to take a kidney
medicine since."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy
-get Doan's Kidney Pills-the ged. When the movement of
they fit both the eyessame that cured Mr. Curtinger. the national guardsmen began,Foster - Milburn Co., Props and the "face" perfectly .>
Buffalo, N. Y: they say, there were men with. a•
Otit equipment, whereas the fu- If you want glasses that areResolutions. ture will see much equipment a- the result of scientific. thor- ,;•
4:0
W re
up an anti-mason party just as; enable me to take a much need-
Itxaevelt and his man Perkins, ed vacation. Price and terms to
teialing Bryan's clothes and hay. I interested persons on applies-
doeth all things well. For He is state penitentiary,- --While-the eels senior partner or the nrm Orappointment has not been made F. J. Cheney ilk Co., doh g treineso'
and will not be until the first of ts"t::`;'aVrY,,sn:i.iT, lavt:'ddrr-th-i-rut 
said firm
ml- --
September, it is practically as- et v the -.am a ON... 
.
HUN-taken away, blessed,be the name sured that Mr. Albritten will
...very v AS& of catarrh that eannot be
DitE101.1.A HS fur each andof the Lord." receive the appointment. Thieg
mired by the use of Hall's Catarrh
copy of these resolutions be for a term of four years. Should
Be it further resolved that a place pays $1,200 a year and
he be appointed he Will begini' 
Cur,-. FRANK
ITPAISICP. fillet 13fil daY of"
rri-tivre-Tptetne and suhserib-
 .1. CHENEY.
his duties on September 7. The Vecember A. D. ma.name of Mr. Albritten has been (seal) - A. NV. t; LEASON,sent anc. recommended to the
board of prison commissioners Hall's l'itarrh Cure 14 taken In-
by Gov. Stanley and this sounds tPrnallY. ItTnefteeirectly upon the! blood a.id Illt/C0114 surfaces of -mighty like  he will  get it. ; system. Send testimonials freeZ. T. Conner in this issue is F. J. HEN ':v ttoffering for sale a home at a
price nothing ever before like it li'lLit'slikr'ialtillittr".1'77"3ilis for call-
,
 _All-parties-are het Ow enjoini pre.. -shoWE1 in these columns. Itead-It. 1 st 3
ed from proceeding to eollect anylle-rghRQS1Lit;;;--gl:roHli.nepe. -14rarinwe. efmncenj o2fa 
Tim,
h;s t4:7oPreinlatilres and 
claim against Frank TurnEr dc- price only _$*2.174 f.o.b. factory;--eeaaid, except thtough this H. P., $3S.90; proportionate cto rest in the McCuiston grave-
friends. his remains were lai4
Con, and R. B.'Lassiter, admitil prices on larger sues. Make and yard to Resit the resureCtion.istrator of Frank Turner, deceits:: llrealeignitien, semi-steel cylin- •' t See John 5:28, 29: Con 15:13-eke is hereby ordered and directs_Iders, hopper cooled, ground pia-ed zo settle his act.sounts ‘‘ith tons, drop forged crank, mallea_:, ----said- t)-MInk-Sifvft,r--11W-14:ifer ltd-1,1ole-c-onr.etlitig-tti.)d. perfect da-‘
IDEUMATISM ARRESTED  f
14.1 r this Ltnirt•arta tnu.--eles end stiffened joints becsu‘.. - cent mere than rated horsepow-In witness all of aeli;th I have-t er continuOusly. WANTED.-•sit movure,rs ip the wood. aro cowl% suc.
-11-makatIma b." invaikil the wil"k syst,m- the Calloway Circuit Cohn. this for engines, washers, pump. f
Tcraff+st th-oinatezni it is Total's 
Antiinio, Texas, July 27.-t iis day set my hand as clerk of ' Local representatives take orders _
criretinne attack wins more acute
. 'versant triOnprnee voiir generst health s4 La.` day 'of July, 't916.ee L. jacks.. pulleys. lace), barrels,. 
Aualieationa for release f
at: PlInfti VOW. blood. and thecod C.' Trevathan,- Clear Callowai briciting oils,' belting, etc..  on, 
...ern ma reasSaxsort 11:1tnee'airrent14.wal- 
sons dependent upon th m
Sepo:li:ointeguarldusym_en with per-
headquartets.
N.. • Sf•  k
profit sharing basis. -rerything
sotil front !ytantereeturer to user.-
Highest quality lowest pricet.
Add resit 'WTR, " th Ricø. giv-
. tug age occupation, refe7enees,
meakier, -splash.- us attentrirrat monnstintent- C1 u . • - • •illsestrtbens the orcus to expel tbe
...clergy day ho cisnlil not find oth.r
"It is a good enough Morgan un-
til after the election." In like
manner the progressives were a
good enough party until after
the convention-the late Chicle
go convention - which turned
Teddy. down and nominated
Hughes.
And now what 8h-4r-the poor
progressives do? Where shall
they go? Shall they condone the
treason of Teddy? Shall they
confirm thA deal of Perkins?
Whatever they finally conclude,
which of the contending parties
will they help, which hurt? Sup-
pose they stand pat, complete
she ticket fractured by the de-
fection of Teddy, what then?
And that again reminds us.
Something less than a century
ago a well known Kentucky turf-
man of those days who happen-
ed to be attending the races at
Algiers just across the Missis-
sippi River from New Orleans,
was approached by a seedy sport
and asked for a dime to pay his
return ferry-- fare, - Thea-K-en.
tuckian automatically put his
hand in his pocket Then he
paused: 'a-lave you any friends
on the other side?" he asked.
The man admitted that he had
not. "Nor on this?" persisted
:the turfman, to which he receiv-
' ed the same answer: "That be-
ing the case," said the Kentuck-
ian, taking his hand out of his
pocket and turning on his heel,
"what difference does it make
I to you which side of the river
you are on?"
The poor Progressives: can
they see the point of the joke?-
Courier Journal.
. Shoe Shop for Sale. -
I
t I am offering my shoe repair=
at Ft. t.iam Houston. at the rate
• 
of 1.500 it Week, it vnts announ-ampaintassi and iipbtii your-strength. Read-2,-' T. Coririeili 
cad toda,y.. Several hundred a!-',Seett's Emulsion is helping thousands issue. it w fit. .you bele•
Amain ths,Aknlbolk: substitutes. a' you can be ttNi. The vast majority .the ap•
growth and destroyed some fields
after transplanting was accom-
plished. This, in connection
ministrator on or larfore the first sign, oscillating magneto, if de. rt
. August 7 trrm o sired, guaranteed to pull 15 tler
Thousands Apply for Release.
dsmen will be freed from service 'a
so that they may return to col-
lege, the' military situation in!
one respect will be greatly chan-
••1
without men. ough tests by a competent
4̀  Optometrist you will obtain, our blessed heavenly Ia.
:* them here.
CORRECT GLASStg--240 acres, hf•lir Buchanan, LY-the other kind never
Good well, orchard, stock barn 't ORVIS C WELLS
ments; would sell either or both. 't
* leave our establishment.
4.
*
4-
and tobacco barn on each place...I:it' 
•
OPTOMETRIST •
*
Notice, 100 acres of this for ::1.- : i
100, well improved, plenty house **.******:**4•***4****4*-34.31.*
room, three brick chimneys;
plenty timber; this place is most-
ly upland and is partially broken.
For information address T. J.
Sanders, Buchanan, Tenn., R.
F. D. 1.
AlIbrittem fir Depaty Warden.
For Sale.-47-acre farm, welt
improved and in high state of
cultivation, located 6 miles north
of Murray: 5-room house, other
, improvements good, fine water,
good young orchard, 7 acres in
timber, 34 acres in grass. For
terms and price, see or write A.Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 1.-Zach 
S. Blalock, Alm% Rt. 2. 72712'L Albritten, of the grocery firm
of Albritten & Wyatt, will soon state of oleo. city of Toi-eo.)
move to Eddyville to accept the Lucas countyconciled to the will of God who position as deputy warden at the Frank J. Cheney makes oath ttibt
too wise to make a mistake ancl
too good to be unkind. '"Ile
Lord gave and the Lord hath
17 I Committee--
G. E. Shelton.
-G. W. Daniel.
J. H. Thurman.
amo
•
.. 6
• as
ready have been released.
-
-1616"-- 
.J
4", •
Land far Sale.
Tenn.; price $3,500; two settle-
•
An additional excellent
feature of our optical
ser\-ice is that our glass- .1
es are BECOMING--
MIMMI1M1=1:1331tiirraltCYTTMIT:mr;1="r=lfr-7771.e 
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ERSI
Cleanses the'Licer tif Bile-Sweetens the Breath
Purifies thP Bowels
Corrects DizxinessRestores Energy and Cheerf Spirits
Price 50 cents
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on a vrsit U) re a ives.
of Benton, last Friday at 4:00
W. B. Kennedy, tobacco deal- o'clock p. m. After funeral ser-
er of Paducah, has bought the vices by Elder Mathews Satur-
big Garrett tobacco warehouse day, the remains were laid toed ladies. She leaves a husbandat Pembroke, and will open it ai rest in the Bradley grave yard.-
41.9- the present tobacco crap Benton _Tribune...Democrat to whom she Was married _less
is ready. The house is one of I than a year ago, a father and
revival will begin at the mother and numerous other rela-the largest in Christian county. Baptist church at Sedalia the tives and friends. Burial in thePat Morris has been quite iil first Sunday in August. The Green Plains cemetery.-Hazelthe past several days of male- ()peeing sermons will be preach-
rial fever. It was feared that
he was ill of typhoid but for the
east two days his 'vndition is
such improved.
111,••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
I 
•
•
•
0
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LOCAL and PERSONAL
John Mc Meloan, of Nashville.
spent last Sunday ia the city the
guest of his daughter, Mrs. Dee
Mitchell.
Graves Sledd left Tuesday
morning for Detroit. Mich..
where he has accepted employ-
ment.
Miss Joy Holland, of Murray,
7 is spending a few days with her
sister, Mrs. John Jones.-Hardin
Enterprise.
The Circuit Court Clerk's As-
satiation of Kentucky will meet
at Dawson Springs on August 11
and 12 this year.
Miss Treva Cochran, of Padu-
cah, spent several days during
the week in the city the guest
of Miss Elizabeth Parker.
E. E. Roach„ of near Murray,
visited the family of Charlie
Gruggett last Friday and Satur-
day.-Hardin Enterprise.
William Youngblood left Fri-
day for Judsonia, Ark., to spend
some time with his son, Charlie
Youngblood-Hardin _Enterprise.
Mrs. Julia Causer and her two
little sons, Rowen-a-nd----Wilborn,
left for Murray, Ky., Friday af-
ternoon to via t a short time
with friends.-Paducah Sun.
Harmon Farmer and wife and
Mrs. S. J. Ferguson have moved
 intosthe_Judge property._
on Curd steeet recently vacated
by Mrs. Inez Brown Sale.
John Rowlett, Jack Dycus, C.
C. Hughes and Robert Bradley
visited Mammoth Cave the past
week. They made the trip thro-
ugh the country in Mr. Row-
lett'e eat.
Prof. J. W. Jones and wife
returned home the first of the
week from Chicago, Ill., where
Prof. Jones has been completing
course in the University of
-Chicago,
F-"ses'sa and wife.
Con Frazier, Pat Pitt and
Warren Swann spent several
days of the first of the week cin
the Ballard county lakes near
Barlow fishing. They were the
guests of Mr. Dan Cummins and
Lee Curd and wife left Mur-
ray last Friday morning for the
west. Mrs. Curd will go to BIM..
trop, La., where she will remain
during the time Mr. Curd is
seeking a location in Oklahoma
or Texas.
Rev: J. C. Rudd has been as-
sisting in a protracted meeting
spear Elkton, Ky., the past week.
f He was accompanied by his dau-
ghter, Miss Nina, who visited
relatives in Elkton.
A Downs has moved into the
residence on Price street recent-
ly vacated by Dr. Dick Keys
and which he owns. He trans-
ferred the property vacated by
him to Mrs. Charles Rogers who
has moved to the place.
Miss Linda Brower, of Padu-
cah, has been appointed presi•
f the Christain Endeavor
in this district, which is com-
posed of the counties of Carlisle,
McCracken, Ballard, Graves,
Calloway, Marshall, Fulton and
Hickman.
The bond of Byrd Choate, who 
mutilated Henry Campbell, near
IWingo, Graves county, some
three weeks ago, has been in-
creased to 85,009. He executed
the bond and was again released.
His examining trial has been
set for Aug. 113.
The intense heat of the past
week has been general through-
out the United States and hun-
dreds of deaths resulted. Some
loe_ss l relief came Tuesday after-
noon and light rains are report-
-ed-from-different motions of-the
Robbers broke into -the Metho-
dist church at Princeton and
stole the contents of a box con-
taining funds to be used in pur-
chasing a pipe organ for the
church.
Puryear suffered a $2,500 fire
last Tuesday night when the two
blacksmith shops owned by Lit-
tleton & Pitman and Robinson &
McCormick respectively were
consumed near midnight.
It's remarkable how children
out-grow their frocks, their
playthings, their childish ways,
and most of all their photographs.
Only photographs will keep them
as they are.-Myers Studio.
Noble Harris, who is an em-
ployee of the state rating board,
Frankfort, Ky., was here this
"Week the gueat of-rela-Uw3sAtfics.-
.Harris and children have been
visiting relatives in Farmington
for some time. s
county.
The stork made two visits to
Institute street the first of the
--week and left wee littles misses
at the homes of Edwin Wilkin-
son- and Van Higgins. Miss Hig-
gins arrived Monday while Miss
Wilkinson made her arrival
Tuesday. Happy greetings, lit-
tle ladies.
R. T. Wells and wife returned
home last Saturday from Omaho,
Neb., where they spedt the past
thirty days. Mr. Wells was at-
tending a meeting of the board
of directors of the W. 0. W.
grand lodge of which he is a
member. -
Mrs. Cleaneth BrGoks is at
home again at the Methodist
parsonage after several weeks'
absence. She has been in con-
stant attendance at the bedside
of her mother, Mrs. Wm. With-
erspoon, of near Jackson, Tenn.;
up until the time of her death
Mrs. Obe Meloan and children, I and burial last week. -Mayfield
of Memphis, arrived in the -city- Messenger.
#
Bert Sexton, wife and son :eft! Annouaanent of special ser- !WHAT THREATENED RAILROADWednesday morning for Stew- vice at the Christian church Sat-
art county. Tenn., to spend ten turday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock STRIKE MEANS TO THE PUBLIC
days with his parents, J. M. is made through the columns of
this paper. Attend this service
if possible. A special invitation
is extended to the country peo-
ple.
Circuit court will convene next
„Monday for the regular August
term of two.weeks. It is not
known here yet who the gover-
nor will appoint to preside in
the absence of judge Han berry.
Generdopinion among the at-
Uorneys Js that Judge Bunk Gar-
dner,rof Mayfield, will be desig-
nated to preside.
The county judge's office has
been supplied with a complete
equipment of steel tiling cabi-
nets. When the court house
fixtures were purchased after
the completion of the new build-
ing this office was overlooked
for some unknown reason. The
new fixtures are convenient and
completes the equipment for the
entire building.
Dan Patch, the pacing stallion
owned by M. W. Savage, of
Minneapolis, died of athletic
heart at the owner's farm at
Savage, Minn., July 11. In 1906
he paced s iIeoyer.. the St.
PRUI track in 1:55, the world's
I milky record. Dan Patch was
The •gnt Dy savage, br IiU,UUU.
He was withdrawn from the
tracks several years ago.
Mrs. Mary A. Starks- who is
past 814-years old, was baffitize
into the Christian church Tues-
day evening in the presence of
e large crowd of her relatives
and friends. She is probably
the oldest person ever baptized
in the State. She is in reasona-
bly good health, and bids fair to
Melo see her 100th birthday.-
Hardin Enterprise.
Mr. Antony Cooper, one of.the
oldest citizens of the county,
died last Saturday near Locust
__Grove after_a_ lingering illness.
"s was about 75 years"' age and
one o e pioneer citizens o
the county. For many years he
was active in political affairs of
the county, being one of the
leaders in the populist party.
The remains were carried to Al-
mo for burial.
Postmaster K. Robertson and
Carrier Polie Harris returned
home Saturday from attending
the annual convention of the
postmasters of the United States
in Washington, D. C. They
were absent about three weeks
and visited many points of in-
terest in the east and north be-
fore returning.
Robert Rowlett, Nat Ryan Jr.,
John Whitnell, Dick Trevathan,
B. }Janie, Charlie Broach and
Elmo Perry tavo gone to pe-
trott—,-Mich., to accept ern
ment. With this contingent
Murray will be represented by
about eighteen young men in
the city of Henry Ford. Good
luck to every one of you, and
the past week to he the guests don't forget boys to stick and
After nlingering illness fromof re7atives in the county for stick tight.
, W.consumption N. McKendree, -some :me. Mr. Meloan arrivcd mrs. Clyde Vaughn died Thurs-an aged and respected citizen,Wednesday morning of this week day morning at the home of her. . died at his home two miles north
father, Alvie Willis, north of
town, after an illness of about
two months. She was one of the
community's most highly esteem-
News.
Mr. J. C. Kerby died at his
home in West Plains, Mo., Sun-
rayaynight at S o'clock attlse ad-occupy the pulpit rdur.
vanced age of about 75 -years.4Harry Sledd, who left here ing_the meeting. - Mr. Taylor is
His death was the result Of an
tiome few weeks ago for Barber- wellinown as a forceful preach. illness of ss,everal weeks of ar-ton, 0., where he accepted em- er.-Mayfield Times.
terio schlerosis.• During his lifepigment in the Babcock & Wil- The series of meetings being Mr. Kerby was active in the po.-
cox factory, has returned home. conducted at the Christian- chur- litical life-bf his state, arkentlitt.Harry says he was unable to se- eh have been largely attended *nestle fraternity man, being acure a decent boarding place. and have resulted in about twen-: member of the Msnnic. Odd-
Gesirge Scarbrough of near Has- . -ti-v*-1.4"4)R8 to-the-- ehureh - Fellow and-IC-of-P. -.orders. an
zel, was taksn very .spadden last UP to the present time. Servi- earnt church and Sunday.
Saturday of paralysis and died ces will continue thro-ughout--the school devoute, and "for many
Wednesday evening about six remainder of the week and po-s- years one of Missourii's lead-
o'clock. He was well - knotrn szNy longer. Elder Lettny An- in ewsaper eitors. tie is-----
and had man; friends - in that dereon is an able preacher and s
section of the tounty. Burial hue-wonthe adir.iration cf tht c
took place Thursday afternoorii large audience; iittending she
. in the Martins Chapel cemetery: ,services.
ee"
ed by the pastor, Rev. Mr. Dee-
nington and on Monday night
Rev._ H. Boyce Taylor of Mur-
heal
Editor of the Ledger:
It is clearly evident 111
small per cent of tho People sal*
ize the significance-of a tie-up a
the trains on the railway systems
of this country to a large num-
ber of hard-working and loy..1
citizens, the vast majority of
whom are heads of families.
The train service employes,
representing only about twenty
per cent of the men employed by
the railways, have made demands
for large increases in wages,
they already being paid greatly
in excess of all other classes of
employes, threatening to leave
the service unless their demands
are acceded to.
Such drastic action must nec-
essarily paralize the railroads'
only source of revenue and result
in the discontinuance of all con-
struction work, suspension of
large clerical forces and the clos-
ing Of shops and freight houses,
to say nothing of the ruinous in-
juries to all other industries,
thus shutting off the livelihood
of the large majority, the eighty
per eent,, which represents the
employes of all other classes' of
t
service.
It is understood the manage-
ments of the various railways
affected have signified their wil-
lingness to submit thecontrover-
arbitration-in the-seven t
they are unable to come to an
amicable settlement with the
brotherhoods. ( Is this not a fair
and honest proposition?)
As one of the majority, the
eighty per cent, I feel we should
be considered and we appeal to
the justice of the great common
people and the business interests
to use their infhience in bringing
the controversy to arbitration in
the event it should develop the
railways and brotherhoods can-
not agree.
I feel confident that sliould the
public go Into the question fully
enough to find out just what the
"Eight Hour Day Demand
Means" this appeal would be un-
necessary.-F. E. Carpenter, one
of the eighty per cent.
Last week a very enjoyable
week end was spent by a camp-
ing party in Almo park. The
party was given in honor of
Misses Rebecca Griffith, Marion
George and Virginia Wilson, of
Mayfield. The time was spent
very pleasantly, the bee stings
and stormy night added spice to
the occasion and made it a very
memorable event in the lives of
the coming set of Murray. The
party was composed of: Misses
Rebecca Griffith, Marion George.
Virginia Wilson:Heten Davis-
Trenton. Tenn.: Maryleona Bis-
hop, Nelle Hughes, Pauline and
Lucile Bourland, Virginia Mc-
Elrath, and Mrssrs Nat Stubble-
field, Ronald Churchill,. Herman
Broach, Boyce Taylor and Leo
Fulton, chaperoned by Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Bisop and Mascot
James Clarence Bishop. Misses
Mildred Graves, Madge Sledd,
Virginia Gilbert and Maydelle
McElrath spent Friday with the
crowd id the camp.
Rev. W. T. Houston will fill
the pulpit at the Methodist chur-
ch next Sunday morning at 11
o'clock. The service is to be in
the nature of a home-coming
service for Rev. Houston and a
large congregation will greet
him. The evening service will
be conducted under the auspices
of the Epworth League, and will
be directed by Mrs. Ben Grogan.
Pastor Hasaell will be absent.
having left Wednesday for Dyer,
Tenn., to ass!st Rev. Wells Las-
siter in a series of nieetings.
Sweet Clover Seed.
tract from grower.---Whit
nd biennial yellow; hulled 'and
unhulled. • Special iicarifield seed
for fall sowing. Also7pure sweet
u v ved y a wife and seven clover-e— xtractedlioney, Prices
hildren. four sons and three and_flikku, .1nrs-_nelL1 free
daughters, among the latter 14 wteen%n, R. D. Pal.
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings, of this city. Linouth. Ky. - - 834?
—r
FORTY MINUTES SER-
MON ON RURAL LIFE
Rtj-E-C T :
"The Rural Home of Today
and Tomorrow"
Come to the-Christian-Church—Saturday-o----
temoon at 3:30—tira spencl- forty min-
utes and hear Bro. LeRoy Ander-
son treat the subject, "The
Rural Home Life of To-
day and Tomorrow9 0
This sermon should appeal to every farmer
and his wife and the children. Let ev-
eryone come who can. You will
be made to feel more than
welcome.
I. T. GREEN, Pastor.
<;•slialis.c•apa(->swecsa.04111e.0411,004111,04111,04111KAIwomp0411111K411100
Bomb Wrecks Office of Menace. For a mild, easy action of the
- bowels, try Don's Regulets, a
Springfield, Mo.„ July 29. s's- modern laxative-25c all stores.
Three bombs exploded beneath Wheat $1.30 per Bushel.-We
the floor of the Menace publish- will pay $1s3O for good dry
ing plant at Aurora, Mo., at 4:15 wheat, free from onions, rust
o'clock this morning and slightly and smut.-Lynn Grove Milling
damaged the plant and set fire Co.. Lynn Grove, Ky.
to a mass of copies of The Men- For any itching skin trouble,
ace, an anti-Catholic publication, piles, eczema, salt rheum, hives.
just off the press. The flames itch, scald head, herpes, scabies.
were soon extinguished. Doan's Ointment is highly rec.
Well-Known Woman Dies. ommended. Ne a box all stores.
o mill and corn
Mayfield, Ky.,
Jemmie K. Smith, living east of horse power Fairbanks- Morseso. city and one of the best gasoline engine. Everything is
known women in that section,
died at the age of 78 years. She
leaves a husband and eight chit-
nearly new and will sell at a bar-
gain. For terms and price ad-
dress R. Downs, Murray, Ky.
dren, among the sons being John _ WANTED.-Man with team Or
W. Smith, rural mail carrier, of Ford car, capable of earning
Mayfield. $100-$200 month, sell Rawlsigh's
Founder Never Resu- lts 127 Household Products-Medi-
when Farris' Colic Remedy is eines, Toilet Articles, Extracts,
used for it does not contain op-
iates which constipate, but is
laxative in its action. IS is drop-
ped on the horse's tongue-cures
by absorption. We sell it on the
money back plan.-Sexton Bros.
For Sale. -50-acre farm 6 miles
north of Murray on Almo and
Kirksey road; 3-room dwelling,
6 stall stables, 2 new tobacco
barns1 rodd_water, good orchard,
15 acres in timber: land all fresh
sd itame_state of cultivation;
17 acres in grass. Terms and
price on application to R. L.
Jackson, Almo. Rt. 2. 7278* I
For baby's croup, Willie's dai- I
ly cuts and bruises, mamma's
sore thriaat. grandma's lameness
-Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil- the
household remedy. t..)5c and 503.
Spices, Polishes, Stock nemedies,
Poultry Supplies, for Country,
City and Town Trade. Largest
Line, Greatest Variety, Lowest
Prices, known everywhere.
Terms. Cash or Time. Backed
by Four Million Dollar Concern.
Address "WTR." this office, giv-
ing age, occupation, references.
Nursery Stock.--I am the lo.
cal reprsentative of the Vienna.
III., Nursery and can supply your
needs in all kinds of aarsery
stock. This 'firm has a very fine
line of two year old stock of ap-
ples and peaches at 20c and oth-
er fruits accordingly cheap. In
ornamental shrubery of every
kind they make a specialty. Any-
thing you need they have and I
will appreciate your order.-J.
C. Broach, Murray, Ky. 7276'
 /NV 
Hood, Fain & Hood
umber -Company
Located at the Ord D. W. Dick
Stand, Near Rowlett's Factory 
-All Kinds of Building Material, Lumber
—Builders' Hardware, Paints Oils, Etc._
We Believe we Can Save You Money.
We Know We will Treat You Square.
ea.
•••
freeeteeri s
...SSt-_-• Sir
•
•
TRAINING BM
BOYS AND GIRLS
"-SMIcet-Anibitions if Parents lar
Their Children. •
HOPE AIDS IN DEVELOPMENT
It Is Well to Realize That Backward-
Mess or Preeeelty Does Not Dtt-
, terterne a Child's Pos-
sibilities.
By INDONIE M. GRUENDEnCi.
A
LICE, almoto three years old,.tes very busy neribbtinee forest
and cloud effete,. ii, the !leek of
a circular letter; and she was
quite oblieloutitii The preeence awl eon-
vet-within of iier mother :Intl a %leiter.
eCen she -write yet' indie41 the vial-
ter. "Oh. tio," beutned the another.
'We do not wish (ii burr). her. But
she does hoe to play with penelle anti
paper, anti I 'thine she is going to be
' Mn author.- The eeeor smiled indul-
gently. But "this Is ehnt she them:let e
"She Is just as likely to beetime a
cheep cleiet or u fourth-rate sienee.
Meter." Which is quite true; only
then. IS no UM. dinceuruging parents
leo enrly in the game. .
Parents naturally harbor secret am-
bitions am to the future if the ehleiren;
e e knew (hat. beentlae they tennetitnes
let the secret out. And il is 'pita nat-
ural that th•-y should. because they
transfer to Geer chiltiren the hope's of
their tom chiellmed, the hopes that
never cyetallized into reality. We can
therefore understana telly the serif,-
Nines of Alive sitsmid suggeet line
writing to the mother, or why Tommy's
tinkering with the decrepit alarm chick
should remind the father of theteeeeker_
Tewititte, fho—eirr --tvit " lie VA-4W:- —
Noe only Is it eats) to underetesei
why parent4 tio such theitese-which
tuust uppear rather stupid or conceit-
ed to the parentm of otherechildren-
leut it Is very ilesirable that they
should continue to do inure anti more
of the same. For entertaining hopes
about children is about the surest
Way of guiding our plans and bring-
peg unity into our treatment ad the the-
Teloping personality. The hi apes eon
certainly do no hana-ntilese they
blind we But there is the real danger.
For if we have nothing to ge by ex-
eept Our hopes. we 'are just at likely
to be moved tar 'paralyzed by our fears.
It is natural for parents to translate
- the random activities ef- their Mad eeetie
Patrick Henry Alternated iiunur
With Extreme Laziness.
Into possibilities for achievement. But
it Is just as natural to translate the
annoying car uncenventimeal astir
Into gnawing fear.
Charles Darwin tells ns in his auto-
letOgrophretef bclfl r4tikeetT !erne
schoolmaster for wapiti:1g his Gine on
such subjects as chemistry. We should
explain tete by say.ine that the sehool-
master hail no itppreciation of a mile
jeet of which he was totally ignerant.
But he tells us further that he was
greatly mertifitel when his father mice
saideto him: -You care for nothing
but Shooting ,logs and nit entehing. nail
you will be a diegrace to yourself and
all your family." Now Darwin s
test-hilly hint* the sillier eteldren elf the
fetidly memerisell their IIPS*1111/1 rectally
and rest tail them at It grits-t• 11 11141 ...le-
ssee", in marked esititnist to the NA-
ftla4•41 II 1111 IOW sssss *rine ilealry•
John Adam* gave no mien of abil-
ities he situ the lintel:try until *ell
slimy tat eare, tutu e but for the eir-
ciiiiiiostieee of the /1%11 War Clymer*
S. Grant weuld he‘e rt•111611#4- it ob.
scum unIntereeiltig tonal "tinetiecei.efsl-
ierifter. Iht the other !VILA, many 11
preeoelotis child Pretax to steep short tni
Its development long hefere there IN
the utatitrity 'air the opportimity to
begin to tweet:1141.dt theme sat hotew-
Inner. We are not to suppose that
every brilliant child elf, neceerierily
b444Vilte 14 41104 114441V adult. nor that are-
17 ran 1 elitedebietteedeiegt.
a genius.
The fuet le that the unhilltive" of a
chilli nre lit it state of etnettittit ehature.
At 1111 time alley ate may of the chile
that It bee exhibited a final mattifeetit•
tutu of Its pesadhilitiee an- oaf its lime
Henry Ward Beecher Was Bashful and
Reticent
Inflow:. The "inattentive" butite Neat.
Ilene! itotteeteleatteeete
eeindolent" Jetties Rtes.:ell- Lott all, the
"weakiniuthele David Hume and hen-
dretis of" others make us Outfit-lige our
tilethode of testi:eating the powers and
charactere of children. These. tn•TK•
than the disammentmente we feel ru
the failure of children to develop into
at realization of our great exp.-elation:4,
make us question our standards and
systems awl simile .
In view of the CO1114114111 failure to
anticipate the ultimate achievements
of children. it would :-.•••(.111 much wiser
to draw ull the poitsible enceuragement
null stimulus (feint -the te•sitive mani-
festations, to watch etinetantiy for the
best. than to tear and despair for the-
Weterhietea.
India's Jewels.
Th••ugh India exports $7..7000010
worth cif jewels annually, she is still
supreme in the world its the -jewel
etorehouse for all nations. Dinniontis,
rueies. sapphires. tourmaline, gar-
net and many kinds of rare chalce-
dony- are wined throughout her many
provinces. Rubies are principally
mined In Upper Burma, • •
One ruby oaf 75 carets. taken out a
few years ago. was valued at $100,000,
sapphires are mined In Kashmir. but
the mines. after having been worked
for over 900 years. are now said to be
giving out, though the yellow, white.
blue, and green varieties are exten-
sively found in the ruby-bearing gray-
pie in Burma. Garnets form 'it valu-
able trade in Krishnagar, while large
quantities of turquoise corne from Sik-
kim and Tibet. those from the latter
ceuntry being harder and of darker
and more liquid luster, and having
greater value.
Women Can't Take a Joke.
Tommy wits lietening to his "high-
eebrdw" sieferMileourse on the political
issues of the day to cullers at their
home, ma as was ids wont. attentive-
ly awaited an opportupiee to twit her
as a matter of pure mischief. -
"Though I 41411 itesymputity with the
feminist movement." his "sister was
tolling the cullers. "yet, like father.
at heart I am a Defuse-rut and"-
"011-11-h. sis," Tommy interrupted,
"how changeable you are. You told
us yesterday that you are an aristo-er was net an ignorant man, insl he-- cent. How fickle!" •was not unsympathetic; but his intafee ' What could the peer girl do? Noth-mitten was not equal to interpreting ing more than pull Tonttny'e ears whenthe child's intetests and activities in the callers hall gone,. which elicitedterms tither titan theee of loafing, , the remonstrance:___ellootIng and rat catching. "Women what can't take a joke ain'tBut if the experience of zot no business In politics?'should lead anyone .to predict a great .
wee:Mite' career for the eon of lealiedeorne--proclivities, „he must be et-limed. The The ',New Palindrome" In the is.eueyouth of Patrick Henry was eitarac- of May 4, erites a subscriber. rentindefennel by eiternating spasms oaf run- me oaf e quite unpremeditated one thatning WOoL aitd hunting in the wosad I once saw.
and spells of extreme laziness. -No I 'was %%Mertzitt n buggy in front ofie•reuiteion revile bring him either to a bakery le Yreka. Cale ettol my tat ten-read or to work," his blogrnither tion was attructed to the odd fact that,writes. "and es-cry omen Aort•told a with the exception of one letter-11-▪ life at best of.mellitierity; ifenetrof he, the glees of the two doom bore thesignifiennee." Which only supports thee fame lescription. 'That !erne -let old tatinticitott that- -Trek must-riot eat puzeTeetrine. "Yreka" with a finet too much trust ito otteeve Mitre- Tnexpiteifble. ••RIO agnitt we find eases of • In the sante white letters on thechildren as ho fined their parente with windows( appeared "Yie•kateletiikery."deepair anti ,heir teachers with die- I As I icieked from one group to anothergust, only to tehterge later into men it suddenly dawned upon me that thoand wemen of dietinetion-and Melt so-1 extra h-fter wee on the open tleOr. I,cial value. The timid youth, lime:want wnseerealling that one backwardin sehool and slew to give any sign Youth's Ceetpnnion.
of Internet fifes, $levelops 'nein heeler • --
In thought or in: netion. This shoette..... Sure Scherrie.• .......- •
not make usetratielute timidity tine Tonne Wife-=1 JIM eoTette-telieW tn.backwo rel mean into aigna 44_164olors44.44.-14.4t•Pn-tt1 ., .os 1. flustuzin
Henry Ward Beeelver- was ea hasbleil 1- tenne at night. Vet. Ai What I will, I
ppd eetieent as ieboy that he 1:41 V1. the cannot' keep uwates, and he is sleety,
Imprestelon. according to his sister, o(i (*rend not to mak.e *particle of .useee,
"stolid stupidity." In *Petition to thus Is there any %true which -ptoduces
he was a poor writer end speller, nnd wakefulnese? .
had • "thick witterance."-NoAsse weeld 1)14-wtfr--No need to _buy drug&
,
have guessed Hutt this ten-year-odd boy Sprinkle the - door with tacka-Ronie
was to become a brilliant orator, es- -SenGnek.
a_.
LEGAL OPINION
WILL BE SOUGHT
ALterney Gassers-4 Letien to Melte-
terpretation of Now Law Before
Agreem•nt Is Possible. „
al4lasseia l Frsnkturi a•a.,,as:sands.nes.)
Frankfort. -A full legal interpreta-
tion of the 1914 fire inaurance act will
be requested of Attorney General M.
M. ,Logan before the ignites propounded
by repro:sentare/tea of the fire insur-
ance companies are met, Chairman N.-
0. Gray, of the State insurance Kitting
Board, thinoencee Under the new act
no rate Is to be increased for two
years The board has interpreted that
eto tnun aim no individual rate le to
be intreesed unlees there is a change
in the character of the hnzard. For
instance. if a building formerly occu-
pied by a grocery store is oecupled by
a drug store and the drug store, by
reason of the character of materials it
handles, takes a higher rate on ac-
count of the additional hazard of the
business, the rate may be increased to
that' extent; but if in the examination
some defect in construction, which
had been overlooked on previous in-
spections, is discovered no increase
can be made for that.
The companies contend that no in-
crease in the. schedules or basic rates
can be made, but increases can be
in 1ndiIdusI stalvava-44•--basle
rate under the ac edules preimtirgated
last ilevember. The board has not as-
sented to this.
Under a schedule of rates proposed
by the companies last December, but
never approved by the board, they pur-
pose charging two and a half years'
premiums. instead of two, for three-
year policies, and four years' premi-
•
•
TEl KURR A Y LIDOS& MURIA 1r T.
Lite Certificates Issued.
Thirty high school certineatee and
thirty-six life certificates have been
Issued to teachers by the little Board
of Knueateet. Tke life certitic'ates
w ere Issued to: eV on !furrow,
Omit; Mrs. Frances Thompaon,
Georgetown; Mrs, Cyuthia W. King,
Covington; N F Moores WeRATINtit BOARD AND INSURANCE 
burg; 
Mildream lotus.
StartIna.-Logington;COMPANIES OPERATING IN 0.0. Ogden, California; m,yca,STATE. STILL FAR APART. lora John t4. Pope, Frank-_ 
tin; Thomas K. Davis, North Fork;
Altman Wright, isteavillis; Ella Cole,
Glasgow Junction. Eimer PaxtonCOMPANIES ASK CONCESSIONS Waddy; Daisy D. Bryan. Louleville;
Olive Mullin's, Fahnouth; D. Lillian
Tribble. Alma P' Faulkner,
_Cedlseekelus M. -Parker. Wittier:- Wit
liatu T. /terry. Maysville; Frank- C.
Thomas, Pine Knot; Tillie IL FIeloscit,
Carlisle, Jennie G. Klee Carrollton;
Belle Siveubbing. Lexiegton; Marga-
ret I', McCubbing. Lexington: Lorene()
D. Sanders, Dorton; George Haien,
Paducah; Mary I. Raney, Slaughters-
nib; Deasy E. Conrad, Guthrie. Okla.;
Luey M. Tay lor. Nashville. Tenn.,
Rosa Merriweather, Hopkinsville;
Mrs. M. Menet Berry. Union City; JO.'
tome Dameron. Yeager; C. C. Justus
8turgis; Alice Buxton, Midway; Ene
ma Brogan. Cincinnati; E. ,W. Ittebeee
nate: H. F. Peterson, tileon.
High school certificates were grant
ed to Clara r. Keller. Jeffersonville
Ind.; Leland li. Barnes,' Monticello;
Charles H. Condell. Lexington; John
A. Dotson. Harrodsburg; Annie I)
Judd, Columbia; Gosnell Layman
Georgetown; Lydia M Berry, Vet-
sallies; Virginia (I. Cole, Pittsburg;
Mary %V. Cobb. Owenton; Russell S
Tandy, Eagle Station; Alma Lowrey
Nashville. Tenn: Blanche Banta. Shel
byville-; Chilton E. Downing, Lazing
ton; Wielfred Elliott. Jeffersonville
Ind.; James 11. Bunn, Dardanell. Ark.;
Katherine Thompson, Augusta; PrIn
el& C. Gaines. Georgetown; 1Villiatn F.
Hume, Lexington; Kenneth R. Patter-
son. Lebanon; Anna L. Frey. Liberty;
Minerva L. Wyman, Mayfield; Marga-
ret A. Tipton, Georgetown; -Elisabeth
Scott, Gheirt; Thos. --..JLTICuld.,--Coleas-
his: Francis F. Clark. Mayslick; Wil-
liam (Yeleinnell. Carrollton; Robert
Brown, Newport; J. M. F. Hays,
Rochettter; Chester W. Craft, Camp-
bellebtrrg; Grace M. Hatch. Cleveland
O., and Lillian Lee Clerk.
Kentucky Vital Statistics.
Prepared by the State Boatel ofems. instead of three, for five-year pot- Health, preliminary vital statistics re-ieles in unprotected towns and to port for May and June follow:make an increase. which 114 calculated 
upon experience table to amount to 10
Maye June.per cent, on mercantile risks in unpro-
 1.938 1,931tected townie but to reduce one-year
 2S4 325premiums 20 per cent in protected.,
  104 190towns and cities, and increase five-
year policies ..7 per cunt_ Another ques-
tion is the right of the companies to
charge for electrical inspection. In
order to get a reduction for proper
electrical equipment it must be in-
spected and approved and charges are
made for the inspection. The compa-
nies asked for permission to load the
premiums in cities where licenses are
charged insurance agents with this
cost. They also wanted a ruling on
whether they may be permitted to
change schedules from time to time
If they are losing money on any partic-
ular class of insurance.
Sampson's Expense Account.
In a letter in answer to an inquiry
from Judge /leen D. Samson. of Bar-
bourville, whose statement of cam-
paign expenditures under the Corrupt
Practices Act. was mailed to Secre-
tary, of State James P. Lewis on the
fifteenth day before the August pri-
mary.  but did not reach the office
until the following day, the secretary
of state said: "As to whether this
feRs the -requirements o-fetliteliceeelt s
not within the provinces of the secre-
tary of state toe:my. The law ears it
shall be filed on the fifteenth day be-
fore the primary. I am of the opinion
that the courts will construe this law
liberally, and that a substantial com-
pliance with this law is all that will
be necessary. Statements of expendi-
tures properly made out on the
fifteenth day before the primary and
duly mailed would be a substantial
compliance."
To Succeed Packwoozt..
While nothing official has been given
out, it is understood that 'Charles J.
Howes, assistant secretary of state,
will go into the banking department
as clerk. when Secretary of State
James P. Lewis' appointee, J A. Scott,
of Pikeville, takes the assistant's place
Aligust 10.  If Mr_ Hawes goes te-te the-
banking department he will take the
place now held by V. V. Packwood, of
Louisville, who has been- in the depart-
ment ever since its crept
Fcr Fireproof Garages.
A tentative tido adopted at the pub-
lic hearing of the fire protection insur-
ance code, esi promulgated be ',env
state lIFe: mari547frOvides
that-*4- private garages Is a reeffience;
Or within '25 feet of a building, must
be fireproof. This rule places private
garaecs on the same basis with public
ones.
Lauds Spirit of Winchester.
'State -Fire Marshal Thomas 13. Pan-
ned. secretary of the Democratic
netnee Campaign Committee, received
letter-Yreen-sehoienten- J. (eteaubeit
the campaign at Winchester, eepteue
her 9._ Chairman Canerill said no cite
In die, state has More public spirit
than Whichestei, and he is confident
the opening there will be notable. He
eakeeths Wtavebtaster-tertre. 111"-tbrj
they intended sending out a special
train "over Eastern Kentucky t
intEETECT!emocrats of the big event.
•••• ,
Total deaths .
Under 1 year
1 to 5 years e
65 years and over .. • 548_ 4.64
Tuberculosis of lurigisee... 303 286
Other tuberculosis  38 34
Pneumonia, broncho pneu-
124 64onia 
Whooping cough  
Diphtheria, croup
Scarlet fever 
Meningitis
Measles  
Typhoid fever 
Diarrhoea, enteritis (under
2 years) 
Diarrhoea, enteritis
years) 
Hookworm disease
Influenza (la grippe)
Puerperal septicemia
Smallpox 
Cancer 
Violence .... •
Pellagra 
(non • tuber-
lover 2
19 14
8
43
14
27
4)
31
39
160
22 76
O 0
27 8
7 10
O 1
96 84
106
T if
Lexington- Leads Kentucky.
Lexington is leading the State of
Kentucky in matters pertaining to
health and sanitation., according to a
eatement made by W. H. Simmons,
state food inspector, who is working
under the direction and It connectIOn
with the Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
periment Station.' Dr. Simmons stated
that in his rounds over the state,
where news of the work being done
here had been carried by the Lexing-
ton papers, he received many inquiries
as to whether the state or city authori-
ties were effecting the reforms in Lex-
ington. When informed that it was
being carried out by the city authori-
ties. they asked him to see whether
like -regulations could be put in force
In other cities of the state. Similar
approval of Lexington laws along this
line was registered by Dr. A. T. Mc-
Cormack, secretary of the State Board
of Health, in a recent letter to Dr.
Magurre, in which he pronounced Lex-
ington's food and dairy inspection and
health codes models for all oe_h_er Ken-
uebeecitTel, -raid haa asked for a num-
ber of copies for distribution through
hts office.
Two Requisitions issued,
Gov. Stanley just issued two requi-
sitions, one on the governor of Ohio
for the extradition from Lima of Rob-
ert -Hughes, colbred, wanted in Bour-
bon couety  on A charge ,of shooting
Charles Terney, June 22, and the other
on the. governor of Illinois for the ex-
tradition from Metropolis, that state,
of Andy' Pea, wanted in Livingston
county on a charge "of breaking into a
warehouse
Dlecuss Livestock Shipments. "
Dr. S. F. Musseinian, stake veterina-
rianewent to l'incinnetieteconfer with
Hr. A. ,S., Cooley. Ohio State- Veteri:
nartan.- -fir-rtiterd so The'rest-riction
tehi-pmeenteetrf- thrstock fetelleThe
Union stockyards thereinto Kentucky.
Dairy cattle shipped must be tuber-
culin tested and hogs must be doubly
vacelnated and kept fourteen days be-
fore teing loaded. They discussed are
raugernents for coefeonning to these
requirements and settled some little
nalat.iaderstandings that have arisen
Over the order.
411,•••kaaarkaa4/ftrar
ASSEMBLE CARS
AT FT. THOMAS
KENTUCKY BOYS ANXIOUSLY
AWAITING ORDERS TO MOVE
TOWARD SORDER.
WOODYARD RECEIVES NO WORD
As to Reason for Assemblage of Sleep-
ers-Money four Aceounts Tied Up
-Appointments Announced.
Weet.rn Nr v rarepaerVolvo New* serves*.
Ft. Thomas. Ky.--One mile of tour-
int sleeping cars have been assembled
in the Cincinnati Pennsylvania rail'
road yards in forty-eight hours, by or-
der of the Department of the Keit
Every indieation leads to the belief
the cars are being heliefor the use of
the Kentucky guardimpen. A mite-trade
is tilled with the empty coaches, roast-
ing apparently In preparation for a
rush trip. As might boa expected
where the %Var. Department is con-
cerned, transportation superintendents
in Cincinnati know only that they
have been instructed to eitectuble the
cars.
Officers and troupe in Kentucky's
mobilivelon camp are ' :narking time
as they anziounly wait 'onto the bor-
der" order's. News that the tourist
sleeping cars are being assembled
across the river from the camp hair
served to increase immensely the be-
lief the War Department will act fa
vorably on the recommendation that
four units of the brigade leave for the
border within !text few hours.
Major Thomas W. Woodyard. who
has been acting as camp quartermas-
ter. jest learned of assemblage-of c
Although he is the man who will have
charge of transportation for , the
Kentucky brigade, he has received
no word from the Department of the
East notifying as to what UM' the cars
will be put. Major Woodyard'e efforts
to clear the mystery by qilestioning
railroad officiate met With small sue-
cese. The puzzle that brigade (Myers
began trying to solve. namely, who La
camp quartermaster at Ft. Thomas?
becomes more baffling and thOre em-
barrassing each hour.
Announcement was made that Major
John A. Webb, of Whites-burg, has
been appointed Lieutenant Colonel of
the Second Regiment, Captain James
Sams, of C Company, from Lexington,
Is made Major of the First Battalion
to succeed Major Webb. First Lieu-
tenant Frederick Staples, of C. Com-
pany. becomes Captain of that unit.
The promotions are ramie with sen-
iority as the basis. It aloe became
known that Captain Logan Rock has
been recommended to the Department
or the East as aide-de-came to Gen-
eral Williams.
HIGHWAY EXPERTS PRESENT
Whin Work on Dixie Highway Is Oa
gun at Scaffold Cane Hill.
Berea, Ky.-In the presence of sev-
eral hundred of Kentucky's most prom-
inent citizens, ground was broken for
what is probably the most difficult
piece of work in the construction of
the Dixie Highway, leading from Chi-
cago to Florida. The location of this
scene is the very summit of the his-
toric Scaffold Cane Hill. a few miles
south of the site of Berea' College and
the point at which the Dixie Highway
oineides _w111-s. seetion-df---tbe--
Daniel Boone Trail. The work Was
undertaken by several hundred of the
hardy mountain men of Madison and
Rock Castle counties, of which the top
of the great hill is the dividing line.
These mountain people have under-
taken the heavy expense of a properly
graded and -metaled" road, with the
expectation that this will eventually
be for the motorist an American
Switzerland. Among the prominent
Kentuckians who took part in the cel-
ebration were President Wm. Goodell
Frost, of Berea College; State High-
way Commissioner R. C. Terrill, Judge
G. M. Ballard and Judge J. G. Baxter.
NEW OFFICIALS ARE APPOINTED,
Changes Are ttoelik Made in
Paducah Soon.
Paducah, Ky.-Following a meeting
of Mayor Ernest Lackey and City
Commissioners Clay, Corbett. Wallace
and Washington, announcement of sev-
eral changes • in city employes was
made as follows: Chief of police.Jas.
W. Eaker; day police captain, Henry
Batley; city jailer. San Simon; detec-
tives, Henley Franklin. Charles. J.Clark; city physician, Dr. W. J. Bass;
chain gang boss. Tom King; city
scavenger, PIA Wiley. a negro. Ac-
cording to rumor other changes will
be made in a few dirt.
INSTITUTE COURT PROCEEDING&
Paducah. Ky -Condemnation pro..
ceedings against property etweeettewho
have refused to sell their property toe Paducah A Illinois -Itallnemi Cone
party. which plans the building -or a
trunk line through the city. will be in-Mituted as soon as the construe-eonengineers complete the survey onwhich they have been Ist w2gk tor wigweeks. The railroad company is anx-ious to hate the teats tried at the nextclvil term so that work aft the tracksand depots can be started: -
amt.
•
lailimmouso 40,
INHBRITS FORTUNE OUT •
HOLDS OHAUFFIUN JOB,
losicluaton, Ky.-Althoush be has
revolved notice that he had inher-
ited Slaps) In money and 3uU acne
loaf asnFloorrsidanwolanwrod, Svpali ikyrimtac eso
thwook„f" hIch.
a chauffeur, employed by the Om-
titbits a Transfer Co., of this city,
seeded that he %route, tor the pres-
ent at least, Mick to his oh! Job.
but 'Mete take a trip to Florida to
look at the orange )(nee next win-
ter. llocock was notified that the
estate had been lett him by his
aduiendt_rer.e.ntriyo.rtest  Henderson, who
it
JUDGE PROMISES TO ASSIST
Will Ald Receiver In OW0%981'111;1 Mon-
ey for Rural Credits Association.
Lexington, Ky, Circuit Judge Chas.
Kerr inilkated that he would lend all
aid In his powl'ir to bring the affairs of
the liaoiturky Rural Credits Asisoche
Gen. now in the hands of a receiver, to
a prompt settlement. In issuing an or-
der authorizing the reseeser l.a t oe
eel unpaid stock subscriptions and to
take much ether action as he might
deem expedient to receives any moneys
to which the association is entitled.
The order authorizes iteoeiver IL J.
Colbert to bring suits for the collec-
tion of all claim!, but the receiver
said that he would make formal 4114•
mane in all taxes before filing milts.
Under the order if any officers of the
company are found to be liable for Its-
proiwr expenditures or losses the re-
ceiver has the-authority to prosecute
much claims.
KENTUCKY BREVITIE_
Trenton. Ky. ' War on aTteTeifan-lit
now the slogan of Trenton City and
both munieleal and civic bodleaeare
working for. a clean Mid healthy' city.
Cynthisna, horse, hitched
clime to an old well on Pleamant street,
etepped on the covering and broke.
through, fulling into the thirty-Veil
well. It was drowned.
"- "-
CarlislAeKe-An auto truck of N.
Sproles, of Sharpslyurg, used by him
to carry the mails between Carlisle
and Mt. Sterling through eloorrtield
and Sharpsburg, was destroyed by fire.
All of the mail was saved.
." -Paducah, -Ttet:- D. W.
Fooka, pastor of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church at Fulton, Ky., has
received notice that he had been elect-
ed honorary vice president of the
World's Alliance for Peomoting.Inter.
national Friendship through the
church.
Russellville, Ky.-The plant of the
I.ewisburg Leader, published and own-
ed by L. C. Neat man, of Lewisburg,
caught fire. All machinery and other
contents were destroyed, but the build-
ing was saved. The contents were in-
sured for $100. Mr Newman will con-
tinue to publish the paper.
Paris, Ky.-The annual Bible
School Convention of the Churches of
Christ of Bourbon county, will be held
at Little Rock. With the exception of
the state suPerinterident all those who
will take part in the program reside in
Bourbon county. Eleven schools will
participate in the convention.
-Vet:edam, Ky.,,---11116 'garrison Coun-
ty Bible Schools of the Christian
Cburehea -will mast at -Hinton, -this
county, for their tweifit annual con-
vention. The officers are C. T. Bale.
president -, Charles Barnes, vice presi-
dent; Miss Ruth Ingels, secretary, andMrs. Blanche Robinson. elementary au
perintendent.
•
Carlisle. Ky.- Teachers and trus-tees of the rural schools of Nicholas.-county held a meeting here and madepreparations for the opening of theschools The rural schools will openAugust 7. According to the last cen-sus there are 2.311 school children inNicholati county, of whom 1,S64 belongto the rural school districts.
Paris. Ky.-At a meeting of theBourbon County Democratic. Commit-tee the following were re-eonine ed-e4for election commissioners, one ofwhom will be chosen by the governor:John T. Collins, S. D. Burris. RobertMeteer. S. K. Nichols and J. C. How-ard. Judge C. ft. McMillan was ae-pointed county chairman for the November election. .- -
to reorganize the Sespson ceeney  -
Franklin. Ky.-An' effete was math
&itch of the Piatttere` Protectiv As-sociation here. W. W.- RadterfeChrietian county, addressed. t1e grow- -ens in the interest 'of tee movement.County chairman T. J. Bdwards Is--sued a call for all former membersof the association to Inert at the courthouse to discuss plane.
•
'I
•
Carlisle, Ky. -Thei Penne road be-tween 
aed •Sharpshergentitle Moo_relield-ie eirbent-enfleteetes is one of the most traveled high-tbt ;art of Got state velum*een -under rt;etinaltuetion for tbouttwo yeara.
•
i
Dowling Green, Ky. -W. H. Phillips,doemer . cite- eelerite wee elecl'el• eletitof the waterworks turd (-00 apartments to out the eine:Wedterm of eighteen months- of I. OwesPotter, who sas drowned In Bari-river three weeks ago.
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POOR IN ARGUMENT
Republican Error Marks Begin-
ning of Campaign.
AO•ortIon That Present Prosperity Is
°sly Temporary Will Have Little
Effect on the Voter Conver-
sant With History.
Cheirnitin Willcox minuses& the peo-
ple that presperity Is only temporary,
hoping to seers. ninny people who art*
enjoying It bite voting the Republican
ticket, remarks a corresmendent of the
New York World. Perhaps Chairman
Willcox le right, for while Democrats
are calling attention to it, no one Is
taking out nit insurance polies, on its
permanency. To dole° would be to fly
In the face of history.
From the doge of the Civil war up
to 167:4 this country enjeyed unprece-
dented flush times. Mark Twain culled
thantilded age," go lavish were cer-
tain people with their money. The
tariff law was In force, the Re-
publican party In power. But despite
the assurance of leaders of that party
that all this prosperity was the result
of Republican rule and was bound to
stay, the crash ef 1873 came and ruin
followed in its wake the like tif which
the country had never known. Good
times came back shortly after Cleve-
land was elected, and endured up to
11. when, through the evil influence
of Harrison's ndministratinn and the
McKinley tariff, another panic came,
and again business suffered.
In the autumn of 1896 affairs began
to right themeelves. A new tariff law
was written—the great Dingiey bill—
the Spanish and Boer wars came, new
gold mines were opened, and again
prosperity strode forth, nil smiles min
hope. Again our Republican know-it-
alls pointed to good times as the result
of Republican management.
Then came November, 1907, and with
it a monetary crisis that shook the
country from Atlantic to Pacifle. from
Duluth to Key Wind. entertng practi-
cally every brink in the country to sus-
pond payments ,and _locking up every
dollar of deposits for ninny dreary
_months. From the ruinous effects of
the panic of 1907 the country did not
fully recover for over seven years.
Mr. Willcox is simply parroting Mr.
Hughes, wile seems to have borrowed
many of his ideas from Theodore
Roosevelt, and, of course, predicts
early failure-of our splendid prosperity
because it Is Democratic and brought
out under Democratic auspices. This
at best Is a very silly reason and one
you would horsily expect to enumete
from men who arrogate,ao themselves
all wisdom.
President Wilson's Handicap.
As in the tariff and currency fields
of legislation, so in the field of na-
tional defense President Wilson Is the 
heir of Republican extravagance and
Republican inefficiency. To expect
. him to do away at a stroke with the
paralyzing results of a half century
of paltering with opportunity. mid
Nvastefulness where _there was bitter
need of thrift Is as unreasonable as
to assert that we can hest get out of
the fix Republican Incempetence got
us into by putting them back Into
power
If ere was ever a (-nee of-:-411te
state..nanship of hindsight" It Pi pre-
sented by Republican critics of the
administration twiny.
Declares Kentucky Is Democratic
"Kentucky Will be Democratic this
fall, I believe," remarked Gen. Percy
Haley, a prominent Democrat of
Frankfort and formerly political lieu-
tenant 'of the •Itittoofohn 41--41- Mayo.
"Of course Kentucky Is 'a dose state
toad has been for the last twenty years.
Last year the governor was elected
tri a very narrow margin. but that
ale F4 trot mean thnt this year the Re-
pnli44enneawill poll itf the national
elecriner anywhere near the number of
rotes they did last yenr. The presi-
dent is popular In Kentucky."
— 
NORTHWEST IS WITH WILSON
Many Reasons Why the Democrats Can
Confidently Count Upon Victory
In Thee@ States.
"once upen ft Rine the northwest
wile remit-lied an Ma (Ply itepublienti,
nail rightly se," remarked J. Bruee
Kremer of Butte, I Poutorrntle. national
committeemen for Mineann, In an in-
lew at Washington. "2.11tat
-Time has piloted, end vow the mirth-
,wes t Is not only delmiltable territory
I.ut is leaning largely to the Detuoc-.
rues% If eur Repubilean friends tat
counting on carryittos the nertheestern
states, they had better revise their cal-
culations.
"I'll tell you why the northwest is
Democratic now, and why, In my judg-
ment, the president will carry the
northwest this year. 'There are three
greut Industries ii Mentana. for In-
stance—stock raising. which include'
wool production, ranching. which would
he called farming in the East, and
mining. The 'stockmen are getting a
higher price for their cattle than ever
known before, and for the hides a ree-
ord price. Wool Is bringing 34 cents
a pound, and I canteenll when 14 cents
was cause for great jubilation and oc-
cnisienal shootiug up ef the town. The
farmers are gelling their wheat for $1
a bushel, and have sold most of their
horses at unheard-of prices. The mine
owners, of course, are making tre-
mendous profits, and the workers in
the, mines are getting $4.50 and $5 a
day.
"So much for the industries; now as
to the politics. Montana has a com-
plete Democratic state administration;
Wyoming has a Democratic governor;
Idaho has a Democratic governor; Ore-
gon hes two Democratic senators;
Washington has a Democratic gov-
ernor; North Dakota will elect a Dem-
ocratic United States senator this fall.
Everything points to Democratic suc-
cess in the northwest this year."
How About President Taft's Action?
The instant success of one display
of manliness shows the criminal folly
of three years of epicene diplomacy.
Mr. -Wilson's watchful waiting Stands
condemned alike, in the crisis into
which it fructified and in the solution
which one ueek of action foreshad-
ows.—New York Evening .Sun.
This is the longest week on recerd.
On the 6th of March. 1911, two years
before Mr. Wilson took office, Presi-
dent Taft ordered 20,000 troops to the
Mexican border and they have been
there ever since, re-enforced from time
to time, and now to he'snpportell he
the entire National Guard. If n mill-
tars- display was all that was net-ro-
sary to etuninacel respect for the Unit-
ed States In Mexico, there must have
neen a good deal of epicene diplo-
macy, whatever that may be, in the
good old ItepublIcat. days.
__Republican Inefficiency.
The reason if Republican inefficien-
cy Is clear. Reveille:in trovernment
was not truly representative. The
congress elerted in 190B did not try to
serve the popular inierest; it served
special interests. It took orders from
Well street. from the wool growers,
the wool manufacturers,' the steel
barons, the coal-land sharks—always
rom the-few and In the _Interest of
the few. In legielntinc fop-.. Its real
masters, the specie! hitereste, It wet%
alwnys held hack by fear of the popu-
lar- wrath which finally overwhelmed
the Taft administration In 1912. As
a result. It was satisfactory neither tr
its friends nor to its enemies.
Will Surely,Be Democratic.
From a political standpoint the
Democracy will fnee the polls In No-
vember supported by a genuine and
widely diffused prosperity. For quite
period merchants were-- eery- ea
'‘',4119 about purchasing, but conditions
warrant them now In going to the
wholesalers and manufacturers with
Impressive order's As the autumn ap-
proaches the West will give more heed
to politics. It looks like a (-lose fight
‘nttar, but the sentiment of the last
w,soo111 'ttolsber will decide, and 11
will be Democratie.,
-VW
,e-
-
!!!!...!'!!!'1 STOP CALOMEL! TAKE ',C111111N POUND IFFILCTIVII
igetematla and Unremitting Efforts
_ Necessary to Combat the Deadly
Work 0-ne by Summer Peet
—Method Worth Trying,
A Annie-made flytrap which has teen
mine effeetive ill tin ma, near titithouliell
end other phievos on the farm where
filets tire numerous. may be made SS
fetiessat _
The bottom franie of the trap Is
made by fitting two flat 1.nri-ri tempo
one Wald* the other so that the lentil..
diameter Is inehea. The upper part
of the frame Is made In the stone hay,
hut a round bouril is litteil tightly into
the, hoope to ferm the top. hi the top
botirst n little le niche's square is rut.
Purullel to the olden et' this opening
and abi in t an inch .from them %tumid
I,, nailed lielf-itich stripe. Int.' theme
little jambs should bo fitted it ',screened
footle, %hitt khotil.1 be held tightly in;
plum. by wooden buttons.
To melte the cusp, nail 12 or te-
rm-sib Sereell Ire 24 hichea with.
around the top and ties buttons /Ind
elre or fielder the hip so that no ale*
can escape. Outside the screen null
to the top and the bottom frames at
equal intervnig four 25-Inch laths or
sa
Toe aa,
A
Conical Hoop Flytrap; Side View.
(A) Hoops Forming Frame at Bot-
tom. (B) Hoops Forming Frame at
top. (C) Top of Trap, Made of Bar-
rel Head. (D) Strips Around Door.
(E) Door Frame. (F) Screen on
Door. (G)Button Holding Door.
(H) Screen on Outside of Trap. (I)
Strips on Side of Traps Between_
Hoops. (J) Tips of These String
Projecting to Form Legs. (K)
Cone. (L) United Edges of Screen
Forming Cone. (M) Aperture at
Apex of Cone.
string of wood. allowing them to Pro-
ject one Inch at the bottom to form
legs for the trap and leave an en-
trance for files into the cone.
The cone for a trap of this size
should be 22 inches high and of such
diameter at the bottom that it fits ex-
actly inside the lower hoop, to which
it should be tightly tacked. In mak-
ing the cone it Is easiest to experiment
with a large sheet of stiff paper until
a cone of the right size has been made.
This paper when cut will be a pat-
tern-for cutting the wire screening. An
easy way to make this pattern is to
use a semicircle of paper with a radius
of 24 inches. It wilt take about two-
thirds of such a semicircle to make
the pattern for a cone of the size de-
scribed.
Inserting the cone, make a
- hole at-- the -point or apex,
through which the files can crawl into
the trap.
To halt the trap, place beneath the
cone on a flat saucer or a piece of
board banana skins, sirup, meat or
otter foods which seem to attract flies.
The flies will fly upward from the bait
Into the cone and continue until they
go through the small hole into the
cage. To remove the flies from the
cage, scald them and pour them out
of the opening at the tip.
• et
Pork Tenderloins in Chafing Dish.
Remove the small rotuuLs of meat
from the under part of the pork ribs
anti place in the chafing dish, together
with a _eupful of the brown gravy, a
fri-r-drolto• of tabasco MOW One-half
cupful of tomato catsup, p pinch each
of gait' and celery salt and a small
piece of butter; simmer only until the
ea of-ea-eh-1j- heated. then plat*
oveit-the hot water paw stirring in a
-cupful of ceoked mushrooms that have
been cut in small pieces; serve very
hot on squares of fried hominy, gar-
'fished with crisp parsley:
Plain Scrubbing.
---A- woman whose "floors are of the
plain board order the-call for much
scrubbing says:
"It has been my experience that in
washing plain holifil floors it is best
to scrub them with cool, soapy water
without suds. I scrub with the grain
of the wood, end not around in circles,
as Is uoually done, to take tiff the dirt.
If you do this and change' the water
often, using plenty of 'soap, you will
be surprised how white the floor wit'
become. ,
Tapioca Pudding.
One-butt cupful of tapioca, one,(Op-
ful of sugar.. one-half teaspoonful of
salt; mix an stir idto one quart of
wenn milk, then add two beaten eggs,
tablespoonful of melted butler ant? fla-
vor as desired; Inte- Well-atiel Minh
oven slowly until brown. Serve hot,
-With cream.
LIVER TINE
New Discoverytiakes Place of Dangerous Calomel—It Puts Your Liver To
Work Without Making You Sick—Eat Anything—It Can Not
Salivate--Don't Lose a Day's Work!
I discovered a vegetable compound that does
the work of dangerous, sickening calomel and I
want every reader of this paper to try a bottle
and if it doesn't straighten you up better and
quicker than salivating calomel juat go back to
the store and get your moner.
I guarantee that one spoonful of Dodson' 's
Liver Tone will put your sluggish liver to work
and clean your thirty feet of bowels of the sour
bile and constipation poison which is clogging
your system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that one spoonful of this harmless
liquid liver medicine will relieve the headache, bil-
iousness, coated tongue, ague, malaria, sour stom-
ach or any other distress caused by a torpid liver
as. quickly as a dose of vile, nauseating calomel,
besides it will not make you sick or keep yott-frotn
Love la Blind.
Another proof that love is blind is
thet - no decent humbling! _weer Pees a
freckle or erinkle Oa the face of the
wife who has Jost put a lonit%of fried
elockeie Istiectike, rettiereettre. sliced tie
apit'itete grass in frialt-14'
hint.-11oupiton Post.
a clay's work. I want to see a bottle of this won-
derful liver .medicine in every home here.
Calomel is poison—it's mercury—it attacks the
bones, often causing rheumatism. Calomel' is flan.
getout'. It sickens—Ashile my Dodson's Liver
Tone is safe, pleasant and harmless. Eat any-
thing afterwards, because it can-not salivate. Give
it to the children because it doesn't upset the stom-
ach or shock the liver. Take a -spoonful tonight
and wake up feeling fine and ready for a full
day's work.
Get a bottle! Try it/ If it doesn't do exactly
what I say, tell your dealer to hand your money
back. Every druggist and store keeper here knows
me and knows of my vv,mderful discovery of a
vegetable medicine that takes the place of danger-
ous csIOUNI.-'--AdV.
11111 RSLIIIIHr e sireZ:r.
ha Also a rine General
Strengthening TN*,
We Ma PLOP et 110
Dille Item&
ellaa-Vm
IMITATION IS SINCEREST FLATTERY
but like counterfeit money the knit& She •
tion has not the worth of the original.
Insist on "La Creole" Hair Dressing—
it's the original. Darkens your hair in
T
the natural way, but contains no dye.
Price $1.00.—Adv. G, •ook
Through the 'shrubbery Marcus Pelf,.
Modern Villain. and
Iii' wealthy rejected suitor, wutclied
hurry liarriou.n, the village black-
smith. chimp Ruth Roberts lb his strong
young arms.
"Curse 'etti!" he hissed. "I'll have me
revenge! I'll buy .'em an automobile
for ti eedding-litederitTand then look
on gloatingly while they mortgage the
blackemith shop to buy gasoline!"
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CABTORIA. a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In 'Use for Over SO Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
The Crime.
"You don't mean to say the sheriff
has done arrested the boys that made
up that lynchin' party?"
"He tem' did."
"Name o' goodness! What forr
"Sheriff says he 'lows the law's got
to be respected mu' round here, an'
themaloye used a tree in the cotehoufte
grounds an' tramped all over the lawn
right where there was a plain sign
satin' 'Keep Off the Grass.'"—Town
Topics.
COULD NOT SPEAK
TO HER CHILDREN
"I have been a great sufferer from
asthma since I was thirteen years old."
says Mrs. MA. Mooney. 79 Carroll St.,
Nashville, Term. "Have been so bad many
timee that I could not speak to my chil-
dren nor make my wants known to them.
have taken three small bottles of Lung-
Vita, which has entirely cured any
asthma." Mrs. Rubio Clark, 315 Oriole
St. Nashville, Tenn.. writes: "After hav-
ing three doctor* to tell me I had tuber-
culosis, I can gladly ray that Lung-Vita
cured me."
- These testimonials are taken from the
many we hare on hand telling what Lung-
Vita has done in cases ef consumption,
asthma. oeltle. croup, whooping e andlm
grippe. If your dealer cannot supply you,
order direct. Prier el 75. Booklet ap,,a
request. Nashville Medicine Co.. Room
Steger Building, Nashville, Tenn. Adv.
Simplicity of the Fathers.
Mrs. Everett M. Raynor of New
York. president general of the Daugh-
 itevoletitOi, staid at-ti-Itt
Gained 28 Pounds
ettlitrs.iMatt 11.prtnp, of Mario. Okla., cow of the vast.paraber of woman who haws Dean antla
is Viowtitu„ ems ,4 ittg hardtll,Itizruopodt:rful.rwssady_. : _ When I began galas Stella.VItaa I e
be *bed- Nov( 1 a .. k an iiiie,toot batter there'll-67;
12 nine pears. and hese gained ZS pounds." Stalls-Vitae Is eagrad"aarnd to misting womanhood. I
rairLesirrwagth sad health to the female assans. sets as • tonic on die saws. restores vitro*the Meow of health to cheeks that Sr. faded and pale. It is gmmanklail. All dealers SI • bottle.
THACNElt MEDICINE CO, CHATTANOOGA, TENN. ' 
Daughter's Idea.
Mrs. Brown was In the habit of in-
troducing her big daughter as. "This
ie -Lane; she is only fifteen—you'd
never think It, would your , ,
At last the girl protestntt
of you to tell everybody how young I
ant. I could have a lot better time if
you didn't."
"Perhaps you could. But I don't pro-
pose to have people saying, after
you've been out in society a couple of
seasons. 'Don't tell me Jane Brown is
only twenty—why, she wag a grown
girta years ago.'"
"Just the RAMP," rrtorted the daugh-
ter, "you wouldn't- like it if I Intro-
duced you to my friends as. 'This is
my mother. She's only forty-eight—
you wouldn't think it would your "—
Ridge.
ON FIRST SYMPTOMS
use "Renovine" and be cured. Do not
wait until the heart organ is beyond
repair. "Renovine" Is the heart and
nerve tonic. Price 50c and $L00.—Adv.
All But—
"Dear Mabel, do you love me?"
"Oh, George -
"Don't you, Mabel? Just a tiny lit-
tle bit?" _
y-e-s, George:"
"And would your mother keep away
from us, except when I invited her?"
"She would, George."
."And your brtithers and sigtera,
too?"
"Why, certainly. George."
"And, of course, the old gent would
settle may debtar
"Of course. tleorge."
"Derlit.a,
a 
will you marry me?"
"No, George!"
Eatios_ Money.
"Will Jack he a giitod provider. do
you think?" KnnamokIty (Mo.) property for tax-
"Oh, yes. He can borrow money titian purposes is valuta' at goon,032,-
'whenever ..
He Meant Well, But—
Distinguished Oot-of-Town Guest
(speaking at banquet)—Your beautiful
little city appeals to me. As we came
In on the train I remarkt I to my wife:
"Ah. my_Ltlear; you and I ought to be
living on the top of one of those mag-
nificent hills."
Toastrmititer (in hoarse whisper)—
Go easy; sieve got only two bills In
town. The insane asylum is on one,
and the sewage works on the other.
Disagreeable and Dangerous Trouble
is Diarrhoea, but a speedy and certain
cure is found in Mississippi Diarrhoea
Cordial. Price 25c and 50c —Adv.
Not a True Idealist.
"I a kjillYS knew that Rinks was
lackitig in true poetical idealism," maid
the irate leader 4.f one of the clans.
"Just before the last election he made
overtures to me for the purchase of 50
votes."
"Well," said the sophisticated friend.
"that didn't offend yoth,did it?"
"Of course not; but when I made
the trade and delivered the goods the
To Fortify the System Against
Summer Heat
Many users of Grove's Tastel-os Chill
Tonic make it a practice to take this ole
standard remedy regularly to fortify the
system against the depressing e2ect of
summer heat, as those who are strong
withstand the heat of summer better than
those who are weak. Price soc.
Warned.
"Is old skinflint tin approachable
men?"
"Yee, very, provided you care
what happens to you after you up-
tiroat7h. him."
eon:
"There ere many anecdotes in il-
luctration of the simple living of U •
Fathers.
"One if our country's pre-Revoio-
tionary fathers had occasion to call ,
4)a the governor of hie province. and
WIAS Invited to stay td luncheon.
"Luachetin bogan. and a liveri.-.1
sera-not Moved busily Wheint -tervi!io
Ste wine, caring the fowl; and
forth.
"The guest watched the servant fer
s.titee minutes. and then said to hi:,
Irritably:
"iklutt tire you dance, dance, dim '
in gabout the room for, nem? Ca: :
you p1111 up it chair and sit ,
Surely there's enough for the three of
. Reason for Ctrowihtg.1
Rivers had Just g,e home, lad was
ettnthittyg over the thtrwtar the-
ball.
"Whet are you growling about,
lenr?" called out Mrs. Rivera from the
floor Metre... • __
"1 RM grect he onstwe,ree la
oielitiet nage eol'On, -to drown the bark .
tug of my shine."
Hot Weather
Meats
Veal Loaf, to serve cold: Cooked Corned Beef, select
and appetizing. Chicken Loaf, Ham Loaf and Veal Loaf.
delicately seasoned. Vienna Sausage, Genuine Deviled
Ham and Wafer Sliced Dried Bed for sandwiches and
dainty hmcheons.
baisi on Laity's et ries grocer's
Libby, IICNeill & Libby, Chicago
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*RI SIDA WASS INIMISTIO wows, so4
(Pbtladetphla Record)
• 
sleep anti
ee
roelesoup, we got him off to "a city set upon a hili," but a
CALLO WAY MAN d days, srested n hwellea again two o cityn  t h. amongm o u nthtaei ns mountainsan d   i n handor t e
_ t came restlessa nd moved on up m oun t a i n san d under t 
near 
eedevyotherateims AR KANSAS'Ft. Smith. After spending three eawn has a population of .some
or four days in the coal digging six or eight thousand I sup-
region we moved on to Ft. Smith, pose. The main business portion
which seems to be the busiest is situated in a deep ravine be-
town_wo-bave struck. tween the mountains into which
opens deep canyons from either
side. I am located about balf
way up one side of the mountain
on the east side and looking west
Eureka Springs, Ark., July 7.
Editor of the Ledger:
As a number of -friends re-
quested me to write t them on beautiful town of ancient origin.o 
The old government post ofmy4trip I thought I would, by
1849 is still standing in perfectyour permission, let them hear
from me through the Ledger. order, which is quite a contrast
My wife and myself are stand- to the hum of machinery and over Main street and have a good
fag the trip fine and have had a sound of the whistle that is go- view of most of the town on the
ing on at present. .„.„ opposite mountain. I see street
4th, inst., and went to Paducah
good time. We left Murray the
Now Mr. Editor, up to this cars passing below me some 300
and Cairo to Poplar Bluff, Mo., time everything has been pleas- feet through the main thorough-
where we spent the first night. ant, but all of a sudden Fulton fare. I see on top of a large ho-
was seized with a strange hallu- tel seven stories high, the en-
cination that Villa was going to trance of which is on a level with
attack Murray and that the Far-the street and from the roof
there. From a town of-five or mere and Merchants Bank would which is flat you can walk off at
six hundred population it has I be the first point of attack . and , the back and go on up the moun-
grown to be quite a city. In that unless he returnea immed- tam. The corner of this hotel is
whylome days we knew every lately Murray would be wiped toward m , giving me a good; 
I
We found quite a city to what it
was 35 years ago when we ped-
pled pills and chill tonic around
•
BAUCOM, SON & YOUNG
CHERRY, KENTUCKY
Opening up their big hearts and making a country-
wide distribution of perfect merchandise at -a very
'conservative price.
SALE BEGINS SAT- • AUG 5 CLOSES ADC:12.11
Look at the Rock Bottom Prices:
Shoes and Slippers
$4.00 American Gentleman Shoes for
$3.15.
$3.50 American Gentlemen Shoes for
$2.75.
$3.50 Courtney Club Shoes, $2.74. -- --
$3,50 American Lady patent leather
SliPPers, $2 75.
P2.5050 Dull Kid, $1.98.
$2.00 Mary Jane, patent leather, $1.72.
$2 25 Boys' Security Slippers, $1.88.
75c Tema Slippers, 58e.
Men's Balbriggan Drawers 25e value
19c.
Men's Balbriggan Shirt 25c valne
B. V. D. Shirts, 25c value at 19.
Men's Hats $2 50 at $1.85.
Men's Hats $1.50 at $1.15.
Men's Hats $1.00 at 83.
Men's Dress Shirts $1.00 value 83c.
Men's Dress Shirts 50e value 42c.
Men's Work Shirts 50c value 45c.
Overalls $1.35 value at $1.18.
Overalls $1.16 value at 99c.
Pants, $1.10 value at $1.00.
Dress Goods.
10c Percale at Sic.
10c Gingham at 81.
15c Voile 121c.
50c Peen de Bygne Novelty 39c.
Groceries.
Good Apple Vinegar 25c per gallon.
Good Cane Vinegar 16c per gallon.
3 cans of Salmon 24c."
8 packages of Soda 24c.
4 School Tablets 15e.'
'6 bars of Soap 24c.
Coal oil 12c per gellon.
Fruit jars 1.4, gallons 69.
Fruit jars 1 gallons 54e. • --
Good Peaberry coffee-20c per pound..
:3 pounds 0. K. coffee 42.
Remember we keen eehool books.
Produce Wanted.
Rags, $2 per hundred.
Eggs, 18c per dozen. -
Chicks, 16c per pound.  
Hens, 12c per pound.
Good milling corn, $1 per bushel.
-Paris green 10 pounds $4.50.
Louisana molasses 35c per gallon.
Good hams 17c.
-
Baucom, Son 0 Young
 •
Westin &spits! Changes. were my joy and pride: a happy
'day. I loved thy gaudy hue,Hopkinsville, Ky., Aug. 1.- Many readers, perhaps a large thy nice white tires so new. butDr. Fred LaRue, of Smithland, jmajcrity of diem, old as well as now you're down and out forma . up and nothing would do him view of two sides of it. I havetoday assumed charge of the lyonng will find new information true, in every way. To thee,find only three we knew. + but.sro  back and back he wentb.Y! just counted -the--windows and Western Kentucky Hospital- 'n-the following paragraph Ulu, old rAtteb-0--x, came many bumpsFrom Poplar Bluff we took the the first train. Please tell Abelcount 150. so you can judge of the Insane, near Hopkinsville, en from The Evangelist: land knocks: for thee I grieve.,train for Hoxie, Ark., thence to ,Thompson to notice him and: its magnitude. To my right, on as superintendent, succeeding St. Matthew is supposed to Badly thy top is torn, frayed areMammoth Springs, Ark. where ;have Gingles examine him. top of the mountain half a mile Dr. H. P. Sights, who was not have suffered martyrdonfOr was thy seats and worn. I paid for
, 
we stayed all night, thence back I hope he will be alright when I, away, I see the Crescent Hotel, an applicant for reappointment, slain with the sword at the city thee a price, 'twould buy a man-Dr. Sights will assist Dr. LaRue of Ethiaopa, in Egypt.'St. Lake sion twice, _now everyone is yel-an old college friend, for a fort- was hanged upon an olive tree, ling "ica"-I wonder why? Thynight, and then return to his i in Greece. or, St. Jokes was put In ; motor has the grip, the sparkhome in Paducah to practice a caldron of boiling oil at Rome, :plug has the pip, and woe ismedicine. Eventually he expects, and escaped death at Ephesus, thine. I too have suffered chills,to conduct a sanitarium at Daw- 1 in Asia. St. James the Great ague and kindred ills, endeavor-.son Springs. Dr. Louise Trigg, was beheaded in Jerusalem. St. ing to pay my bills since thouof Glasgow, succeeds Dr. U. G. t, James the Less was thrown from wert mine. Gone is my bankDavis as third assistant physi- a pinnacle or wing of the temple roll now. No more 'twoutd chokecian. Dr. Davis will take a post- i and then beaten to death with a a cow, as once before. Yet if Igraduate course in eye, ear and fuller's club. St. Phillip was had the mon, so help me John-throat diseases and then locate, hanged up against a pillar at; amen, I'd buy myself a carin Mississippi, S. H. Byars, of :ilierapohf, a ciof Phyrgia. I agaia,and speed some more. -Todd county, became steward at St. Bartholomew was flayed alive i Brush and Pail.
the hospital today, vice William by_ the command of a barbarous Get Ready.J. Chiles, who becomes traveling king. St Andrew was bound to i
representative in this region of
Armour & Co.. of Chicago.
•
. • •
to Black Rock, where we secur- return, the finest hotel in the place. I
ed transportation out about 201 Well after parting with Fulton suppose it cost at least $100,000.
miles, spent two or three days and wife our next objective point The place is well supplied with
and returned to Black Bock. (For was Eureka Springs. From the hotels, I have no idea how many;
full particulars of this trip see time we left home until we from where I am writing I can
C. B. Fulton.) reached Ft. Smith crops were see 15 or 20. From where I am
From Black Rock we next land-(fine but we are now in a very writing to the street below is an
ed at Little Rock by way of the sky scope of country. -There is angle of about 90 degrees. This
J. M. Railroad, stayed all night very little real good farming is the .fifth row of houses from
land between Ft. Smith and Eu- the street with three above me,
reka Springs. Berries and fruit the basement of one being about
seem to be the main crop. level with the top of the one be-
low it.
The scenery is fine and a good
deal of money has been expend-
ed in.. improving the place but
things seem to be on the drag
and to me has much the appear-
ance of a dead city. You find
large hotels unoccupied and nu-
merous cottages for rent at your
own price. The water is fine,
springs flow out of the mountains
on all sides. They all have their
names. For instance, the Mag-
netic. the Gad Spring, the Ba-
and next morning took the Rock
Island for out in the extreme
western part of the state. Here,
after appeasing Fulton 's fero- I don't know just how to de
eons appetite with a bowl of acribe-Eureka Springs. It is not
firfa.M.4.
"Telephone as
You'd Be _Telephoned To"
_
I 4
.
• etiMBERLAND
TELEPHONE & •
TELEGRAPH CO.
- ri...... /30X 34, PA DUCAM,AKY.
TELEPHONE courtesy isjust a bit of ordinary
politeness and everyday
kindness that we put into
our conversation when we
talk by telephone.
Its the face to face brand
of politeness and kindness
used when we're voice to
voice.
It's the same politeness
and kindness that we like to
receive from the other end
of the wire.
Giving a fittle thought to tele-
phone courtesy and practicing
41 simple rules will make the
telephone an even more-leffi-
cient aid for you. "Teleolibne
its You'd be Telephoned To,"
always. •
sins, the Little Enreka and a
number of others and they all
;seem to be well fixed up and car-
1 ad for..
They have no industries going
on here. They have an ice plant,
electric lights and water works,
the whistle of which is the only
one I have heard since I have-'
been here. 
wife's aunt married brothers 
-
forgot to mention that we sins to my mother's aunt Then
are staying with 0. C. Baker, a again, his grandfather of his
former Kentuckian. We found mother`i side and my grandfath-
his. family reasonably well. I er on my mother's side were sec-
don't know when we will get ond cousins, and his stepmotherback to Kentucky, but we will married my husband's stepfath-come home by and by.
For fear of tiring your patience er, after his father and my moth-
will close with best wishes to all. en died, and his brother, Joe,
L. W. Boyd. and m husband's "bisather mar-
What Sort eta Cousin Was He.
A woman was on the witness
stand and the lawyer had been
thrive
worrying with her for some'Persia. St. Matthias a) when eggs are highest intime, and finally asked: 
was tirst;
;stoned and then beheaded. St. i
n
the winter. If this remedy does"You say madam, that the de- Barnabus was stoned to death byot make good, we will. --Sextonfendant is a sort of relation of the Jews at Salania. St. Paul 
Bros. 
wash Bettisa in Bone
you mean by that-just how you
'
i
are related to him?" 
'.;
Milk Fed Calves. 
Carrollton, Ky., August I.--A"Well. it's like this," replied are succeptible to bowel troubles quarrel over the ownership of a
of Frank Allen, charged
and my second cousin's first 
e
the witness, beaming upon the which runs them down and it can of fish bait led to the killing
wreistth 
used
the crime. Both me n
court. -His first wife's cousin takes a long time for them to re- of Marcus Hill here and the ar-
mthueantibetoin g rg ooci.vd acon-nd 
knives, it is chargell. Allen hasnamed Jones, and they were cou- 'cuts on the ant while Hill's
. 
e  r. they 
For
dition from the suckling stage'
as the
, wounds proved fatal. Both menlived at Prestonville, acroStock Remedy corrects these' •
to marketing. B. A. Thomas
i river fromliere. 'troubles, cleans out their systems
and causes them to reach the
marketing stage in the earliest.
possible time. We sell it.-Sex-1
a cross, whence he preached un-'
I 
Now is the time that your hens
to the people until he expired, will moult or shed their feathers.
St. Thomas was run through the This process is rather slow and 
nature should he assisted. B. A.body with a lance at - Coroman- 1
del, in the East Indies. St. John 
'Th°m'help 
asPoultry Remedy will
yourwas shot to death with arrows. I hens to moult causing
SE.Simon Zealot was crucified in 
:them to shed earlier and be ready !.
yours. Will you explain what was beheaded by Nero.
How the Apostles Died.
ton Bros.
muddy, pimply complexion, head-
aches, nasuea, indigestion. Thin
blood. makes you week, pale and
  -Heavy, impure blood makes a
r feeblwe y 
25e-50c.$1. Asickly. 'For pure bleat sound t All nQuite right, assented the years ago, and now ytu refuse-
eligeetiqn, use Burdock Blood Bit- . la . to go. or won't or eabl.- *--Thro.
;ere. ate'atl stoles.
MT, Ante 'Ts el Thee. 
I
,tied t in sisters. -1-aittl., never . -- --_
1 is___figgered out just now wove re- My auto 'tis of thee, short cutlated we are, but I've .allus look.' tt, poverty-of thee-I chant. Ied on his ass sort of usin." 'blew a pile of dough, on you tvio 
4
, Ledger adz pay 100 per cent. egh town or countiy-s.de,. yokf
t••
11P4004•16•••••••.......-
USTANGFor Sprains, Lamenesq? I4oreg, clits, Rheumatism
-Fenetrates and Heals. I
Slops Pain At Oie-o
For Man and Beast
•-••• 6... •
